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Apollo Astronauts Set
Foot On American Soil

Vol. LXXXXII No. 35

Man Critically
Injured in CarTrain Accident

Samoa.
the moon explorers has been
More Quarantine Ahead
,radioing valuable information
No excuses, we just plumb forgot
There a C141 jet transport back to earth.
to write this column yesterday.
containing an idential isolation
It recorded a 307-degree
trailer waited to start the 12- temperature drop during a total
hour, 15-minute flight nonstop eclipse of the moon Wednesday.
There we sat and when the time
to Houston. Arriving in the In its first five days of
rolled around and we got some
early morning hours Friday, operation it also picked up one
Kenneth Edward Broach, age Memphis, Tenn.
"where is its?", we realized that
the astronauts will enter a $15 "moderate" shock—believed to
19, was seriously injured in a car Tommy Walker, the driver of
it was just too late. After all when
million quarantine laboratory oe a meteorite—and tnree
and train collision at the railroad the ambulance, said that
you write a column for twenty
Broach
where they will live for 15 more minor tremors in the lunar
crossing on Highway 464 east of was reported by the doctors at
years, you can't remember
days on the off-chance they surface.
AT AGRICULTURAL SHORTCOURSE—Four Calloway Ahno on Wednesday at 5:10 p.m.
whether you have one ready,
the Memphis hospital to be in
picked
up
harmful
moon
Health officials nave never Countians conferred with Dr. Kenneth Wells, left, an extension
Broach, grandson of Mr. and better physical condition than
whether you wrote it yesterday,
organisms.
landing
a
moon
allowed
before
specialist from the University of Kentucky, at the third annual Mrs. C. H. Broach of 705 Elm
or just what.
they thought he would be from
A separate aircraft carrying crew to leave its quarantine Purchase
Area Agricultural Shortcourse which began February Street, Murray, was given reports here in
Murray before his
blood samples from the astro- van between recovery after 4. They
are (from left) James Harris, Billy Murdock, W. H. emergency treatment at the arrival. Walker
returned to
nauts and part of the 96 pounds splashdown and arrival in Brooks and Jim
Stahler. The purpose of the Shortcourse is to give Murray-Calloway County
Anyway, here we are.
Murray this morning.
of moon rock and soil gathered Houston.
farmers some of the latest information on farming and it will be Hospital and then transferred by
The young man suffered severe
during their two hikes across
They changed the rules for held each Thursday in February at the Holiday Inn in Mayfield. a J. H. Churchill ambulance to head injuries in the accident. He
Fra Mauro valley was due in
the
Baptist Memorial Hospital,
Apollo 14 in the interest of
We checked the bird feeder late
had recently been discharged
Houston at 5:30 p.m. EST.
yesterday evening and it was
from the United States Marines
Already the crew of the next getting the astronauts house
nearly empty, so we filled it full
and is now residing in Florida.
lunar landing flight was study- faster. Apollo 14 splashed down
again. Keep 'em full in this kind
was here visiting his granding the "good lesson" of Tuesday 900 miles south of
of weather.
parents when the accident ocAmerica's successful third land- Samoa and farther from Hawaii
LEXINGTON, Ky. (UPI .—
curred.
ing mission. Apollo 15 astro- —the only place in the Pacific
Former State Parks ComKentucky State Trooper
nauts David R. Scott, Alfred M. where the isolation van can be
missioner James Host is exEditorial comment: "The Asian
Charles Stephenson was called to
Worden and James B. Irwin safely moved from ship to
pected to announce his candidacy
peasant faces a hard future, says
the scene of the accident. Broach,
are preparing for an even more aircraft with the astronauts
of the Ft. Knox, Ky. (AHTNC)-- for the Republican nomination
a 1971 conference of Far East
driving a 1964 Pontiac, was going
ambitious flight in July to the inside—than either
experts, repeating the prediction
west on Highway 464 toward
ruggid Apeninnines Mountains- previous two moon landing Army Captain John T. Bryant III, for lieutenant governor at a news
teams. This time the voyage to son of Mrs. Pauline G. Bryant, conference here Friday:
^ -of 1971 B. C."
Almo, and the Louisville and
Hadley Mlle area.
Nashville Railroad train was
They will carry a foul Hawaii was bypassed as too 1612 Magnolia' Drive, Murray, Host is expected to be the
recently completed a 36-week running mate of former Public
going north.
wheeled electric car to drive 25 long.
Eaf Huie, Murray florist„ died miles over the lunar surface
_ Quoted: ."The average man's
armor officer advanced course at Service Commissioner ;Thomas,
Trooper Stepehenson and
idea of a good sermon is one that Wednesday at 5:15 a.m, at the and study a 600-foot gorge and
the U. S. Army Armor School, Ft. Emberton, who announced his
witnesses said the front of the
candidacy last week for the
goes over his head and hits a Baptist Memorial Hospital, the base of the 14,000-foot
train hit the left front fender and
Knox, Ky.
Memphis, Tenn.
neighbor."
The course prepares senior Republican nomination for
door of the car, the car then spun
mountains.
His death followed an extended
company grade officers for governor.
around, and was knocked into the
Scientific Dividends
Kerry Todd Willie, one day old command arid staff . duties at The announcement Ffiday
illness; however he had been a
northeast section off the railroad.
The flight of Apollo 14 was
The physiology class was having patient at the Memphis Hospital the,. most scientifically reward- son of Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Ray battalion and brigade level and follows Host's resignation as
Broach was thrown from the car
its final exam and one of the only since Saturday.
and was found lying between the
ing flight yet. A $25 million Willie of Hardin Route One died as assistant'generalstaff officers Parks Commissioner Feb. I.
The news conference is
train and the car, but he was not
questions was,"What are the last Huie moved to Murray from science station left behind by Tuesday at 10:30 p.m. at the at division level.
Kenneth E. Broach
Benton Muncipal Hospital.
pinned in, according to Trooper
teeth to appear in the mouth?". near Kirkaey in 1913. Since 1944
Capt. Bryant entered the Army scheduled at 10 a.m.(EST)at the
Survivors are his parents; one in September 1965 and was last Phoenix Hotel here.
One student scratched his head he and his wife, the former Carrie
Stephenson.
brother, Kevin Ray Willie of stationed in Vietnam. He holds
for a moment and then wrote, Pearl Wright of Mayfield, who
Dan Blackwell. engineer for
Hardin Route One; graqd- the Bronze Star Medal, the Air
survives, had operated the Huie
false"
the
Trooper
train,
told
parents, Mr.and Mrs. J. T. WIlle Medal, the Vietnamese Gallantry
Flower Shop at South 15th and
Stephenson that he gave short
of Benton and Mr. and Mrs. Cross and two awards of the
Poplar Streets, Murray.
blasts warning of his approach to
Kermit Harrison of Hardin Reek Army Commendation Medal.
Lady says she thought that The deceased was born near
the crossing,and when he saw the
The charge Conference for the
One; great grandparents, Mrs. The captain is a 1961 graduate
cyclamates were the girls who Kirlcsey and his parents were the
Broach car that appeared not to
Bethel, Brooks Chapel, and InDella Willie of Benton and Mr. of Murray High School.
rode around with the Hell's late William Hwe and Lillian
be slowing down for the train,
dependence United Methodist
Woodal Huie. He was a former
and Mrs. Lury Castleber-) of A member of Sigma Chi
Angels.
Churches scheduled-Ma Sunday, Murray State University of- gave a long blast and pulled his
member of the Murray Lions
Benton.
emergency brake.
Fraternity, he received his B. S. 1Februa6 14, at 3:30 pi. has ficials have denied
reports from
The Orientation to the World of Funeral services weri, held degree in 1965 from Murray State
Fellow says "I may not agree Club.
Witnesses at the scene told
been postponed.
Frankfort that they plan to
with your bumper sticker, but I Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Work (OWOW) Vocational Wednesday at three p.m. at the University.
(Continued on Page Eight
Bradley,
Rev
John
minister
of
purchase
a
privately-owned
will defend to the death your right Carrie Pearl Huie, 1413 Poplar Program at Murray High School Linn Funeral Home Chapel, The Captain's father, Colonel
the churches, said the conference apartment building for housing
Street, Murray; one sister,. Miss held its asvisory committee Benton, with Bro. Clifton Dexter John T. Bryant Jr., is presently
to stick it".
Mrs. Raymond Carter
has been rescheduled for married students.
Meadow Huie of 1411 Poplar meeting,Tuesday,February 9, at and Bro. Kenneth Hoover of- stationed at Ft. Monroe, Va. The
Thursday, March 11, at seven The University had originally
ficiating.
Murray;
7:30
one brother, Rex
Burial was ii Horn captain's wife, Mary Anna, was
p.m. in the Austin School
To Give Puppet Show
That driving snow last weekend Street,
p in at the Brooks Chapel sought the building of 96 new
Cemetery.
Building.
formed a drift on the patio about Huie of Puryear, Tenn.
with him at Ft. Knox.
Mrs. Raymond Carter will
Church
married
student
housing
units
at
"The purpose of the meeting
Funeral services were held
fifteen feet long and two feet
present a puppet show at the
million
but
withdrew
cost
of
$2
was
to
assess
today
at
two
p.m.
at
the
chapel
and
of
deep. It has the appearance of a
evaluate the
its request when school officials regular meeting of the Women's
sand dune and the wind formed a the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home progress of the program and to
Society of Christian Service of the
said
the cost was prohibitive.
razor sharp edge along its length. with Rev. Loyd Wilson of- review the possibilities of federal
The State"'Property and Lynn Grove United Methodist
funding for the school year 1971We have enjoyed just looking at ficiating.
Building commission Wednesday Church to be held Saturday,
Active pallbearers were A. W. 71," a spokesman said.
this free form creation. Looks
approved
the construction of $3.9 February 13, at two p.m. at the
Martha Crawford, coordinator
like meringue. If the temperature Simmons, Jr., Joe Dick, Joe Pat
1
million in mlirried student church.
rises to what is forecast for Ward, Rob Ray, Bryan Tolley, of the program, presented a brief
The puppet show corielerning
at
housing
Morehead
State,
resume
of
and
the activities being
William Whitnell. Honorary
today, it will probably disappear.
Eastern and ,Western Kentucky international students. The WSCS
pallbearers were Vernon C. carried out through the program
officers invited the public to
UniversitieS.Stubblefield, Sr., Will Moore and the placement of the students
attend.
Murray
State
officials
said
that
on
jobs
in
Preston
Jones,
local
Willie
Beale,
businesses
in the
New, the Rio Grande River. This
the proposed new units were
An
river does follow the border of Graham, Kirk Pool, and Wells community.
informal
estimated- to, cost about $10,000
discussion period followed the
Texas and Mexico beginning at Purdom.
more per _ unit than the last
Burial was in the Murray presentation in which ideas,
El Paso then going generally
married
student units conviews,
and opinions were exsoutheast to empty into the Gulf Cemetery with the arrangements
hera
sidtd
cinerea
y.
ed
r tve
By JOHN WILLIAMS
"a quick estimate would be structed
. a . the
_f.ouni
of Mexico at Brownsville. It by the J. H. Churchill Funeral changed.
advice of quake experts.- •
reason
cost
Special guests attending the LOS ANGEI,ES ( UPI 1-- The In the city of San Fernando, that it will be in the billions."
comes right from the north from Home.
meeting included Mrs. Clayton possibility of a vicious after- 17,000 residents were without City officials said structural of the units is that all utilities and John Cathcart ,of Hazel was
Colorado then through New
claimed by death 'Wednesday at
Riley, of Mother Goose Day shock kept 120,000 persons out water because of damage to damage ..in Los Angeles alone streets would have to be extended
Mexico, then Texas. It begins in
12:30 p.m. at the Tucker Rest
Nursery; Mr. James West, of their homes today as rescue wells. Nine tanker trucks was estimated at $160 million. to the units, which would have
Colorado in the Rocky Mountains
Home, Mayfield. He was 87 y
begra_
logged
near
the
victims
workers
dug
for
College
more
Yorty
extended
the
regional
coordinator
mandatoright
of
Reimthe Continental Divide to
provided supplies for baiic
of age.
bursed Vocational Programs; of the devastating Los Angeles needs and 200 portable toilets ry evacuation of an 18-square- Farm,
flow east about a 100 miles before
DrItomas Hogancanip, vice- The deceased was an inactive .
and Mr. Bernard Minnis, State earthquake.
turning south.
up. Crews hoped to mile section of the suburban
were
set
deacon of the Hazel Baptist
FRANKFORT, KY. (UPI)— Supervisor of Special
Vocational Residents evacuated from have the wells repaired by bailey after Dr. Charles Richter president for administrative Church
and was a retired farmer
Palmer, D- Education Programs in C
Sen. Wilson
university,
affairs
said
that
at
the
their
beneath
suburban
uses
warned
that
most
quakes were
barge
Friday.
Hazel
of
the
community. He was
said
Wednesday
Cynthiana,
university
is
not
anxious
to
the
a
cracked earti lied dam were Two days after Tuesday's usually followed by an afterof Disadvantaged Programs.
Another argument to settle. The
born November 19, lee, in Todd
Statue of Liberty was presented discussions on reapportionment Advisory committee members ordered to re in away until quake smashed the northeon shock which approached the get into the housing business but
County and his parents were the
to the United States by France as would be extended to the entire in attendance were: Mrs. James Friday afternoon by Mayor San Fernando Valley and shook severity of the original earth that he feels that the university
late Thomas Cathcart and Emmti
Senate
in
preparation
for
the
enough
housing
to
keep
has
Sam
the
Yorty,
on
who
acted
a gesture of Franco-American
Bramley, Mrs. Billie Downing,
the entire Los Angeles area, the tremor.
Jane Deacon C,athcart.
friendship. It has stood in New special session of the legislature Special Educatiqp, Murray State
The earthen levee, shored up available to keep rental rates in
death toll was still growing.
beginning
Feb.
25.
privately owned facilities within Survivors are six daughters,
University; and Mr. George Resource Development
York harbor since 1886. The
city
by
sandbags
crews
while
The Search Goes On
Mrs. Chesley 1Vivian) Farris of
Palmer, chairman of the
reason.
Griffin of Big K who is also an
used
Rescuers
cranes, drained its three billion gallons of Hogancamp added
(Continued on Page Eight)
Hazel, Mrs. Homer (Wilma)
Senate section of the reap- employer.
that
one
Workers Hold Meeting
torches and jackhammers to water, was not considered in
portionment subcommittee, said
advantage of the delay on the Fairris and Mrs. Herbert (Arm)
faculty
and
Administrative
danger
unless
it
is
hit
by
a
second
probe the flattened rubble of a
MekekceeMctkce**:**%$$$$$Sektekk following Wednesday's
closed members present were Mr. Fred The Calloway County Resource
married housing units will be that Cochran, both of Murray, Mrs.
Development Workers Com- veterans hospital where 35 of big tremblor.
session, that the subcommittee
on the new University Berthal (Irene) Waldrop of'
planning
Schultz, Superintendent of mittee met at the Triangle Inn on the quake's 51 'known victims
(Continued on Page Eight)
would ask the senators to parley
Center will be moved up Detroit, Mich., Mrs. Elwood
U•itod Prose
Murray City Schools; Mr. Eli February 5.
died. At least seven others were
on a geographical basis, probably
"enabling us to put that project ( Pearl) Stubblefield of Lavonia,
Alexander, Principal, Murray "This committed is composed missing in the ruins
Mich., and Mrs. Lucille McNutt
in three groups.
on the front burner."
Considerable "He discussed various matters High School; Mrs. Charlotte of a cross-section of the various The cost of the quake was
KENTUCKY .
The three projects at Eastern. of Illinois; one son, Henry CathGeneva
and
Mrs.
Barker
cloudiness today through Friday. and arrived at no conclusions,"
organizations and agencies in till being tallied, but county
Western and Morehead were cart of Mayfield; one sister, Mrs.
Brownfield, Guidance Coun- Murray and Calloway County," a engineer John A. Lambie said
Scattered showers west tonight said Palmer.
unanimously
approved by the Jewel Moore of Farmington; two
selors; Mrs. Betty Wager, Mrs. spokesman said. "The object is to
spreading to the east portion late
Word has been received of the Property and Building Com- brothers, Houston Cathcart of
When something definite
tonight and Friday. Warmer Comes up," Palmer said, the Donna Mabry, Mrs. Salley Crass, help people have more and live
death of Mrs. Ernest (Lima) mission
lengthy Mayfield and Otho Cathcart of
after
today and tonight. Mild Friday. news media would invited to Mrs. Glenda Tutt, Classroom better.
Total
Resource
Canon of 2305 Small House Road, discussions Slate Finance Hopkinsville;
nine grandTeachers; and Mrs Frances Development is a process based
Highs today in the mid 40s east to attend the sessions.
Bowling Green, whe'Passed away Commissioner Albert Christen children; fifteen great grandJohnson, Teacher Aide
upper 50s east. Lows tonight in
on full utilization of all available
Tuesday at nine p.m. at a hospital made ' the
The full House of Representhree
recom- children; six great great. grandthe 30s Highs Friday in the 50s. tatives had been invited to. the
resources, human, physical, "Black Student Union at there.
mendations but said he had some children.
financial, etc„" the spokesman Murray State University" will be Mrs. Canon is survived by her "misgivings" about the projects. Funeral services will be held
House section of the subthe topicfor theopen-forum at the
EXTENDED FORECAST
-• •
- added.
1:WM
cbmniWee 'dieting on Friday.
Christen said he had "reser- Fen:ilk at eleven a.m, at the
Extended weather outlook for
Officers for the year elected United Campus MOstry tonight Bowling , Green; one daughter, vations" about married student chapel of the Miller Funerat -Kentucky Saturday through
were Max Hurt, chairman. Ray (Thursday ) at seven pm.
Mrs. Ann Frank, and one housing because "I do not know Home, Hazel, with Rev. B. R.
Crawford Anniversary
Michael I,owery, president, grandson, Ricky Frank, both of what it means in terms
Monday
A Gospel Singing will be held at Brownfield, vice chairman. and
of total Winchester officiating.
and other members of the Black Danville; one brother-itlaw,'
The golden wedding an- the Russell's Chapel United Howard Steeley, secretary
A few showers east portion
developinent..of the Kentucky Pallbearers will be Joe Adams,
ending early Saturday. Widely niversary open house for Mr. and Methodiet Chureh, Wiled tin.I'M' Woodrow Coots, Area Ci-)rn- Student Union will comprise -a ex o • CaTIVI-151 1VIWIy; one system of public higher Gene Miller, Calvin Key, R. M.
scattered showers returning over Mrs. Joel Crawford will be held Irvin Cobb Road,east of -Murray, inunity Resource Development panel who will make the niece, Mrs. Ruby Barber of edueation."
Vance, Ray Lassiter, and Jack
answer Oklahoma City, Okla.; one
and
the state Sunday continuing east Sunday, February 14 from 2:30 to on Sunday, February 14, at 1:30
isilist for the Universit‘ of presentation
Murray State officials said tha Newport. .
presented
Kentucky,
oort ion early Monday. Little 4:10p.m. at the home of their son b
a questions from the audience.
p.Aph
nephew, Charles Canon • of they had.asked for an appraise
Interment will he _in the. Oak
change is expected in the tem- and daughter-in-law, Mr. and
ospel Aires quartet will questionaire to be filled out that The public is invited to attend Paducah; several cousins.
on a privately owned.apartmen Grove Cemetery with the
United
the
Ca
open
mpus
forum
at
peratures wi:h highs mostl)ui Mrs. Donald Crawford at Lynn
Funeral and burial .services building but thatpo tkifioite plans arrangements by the Miller
atured at the singihg along will assist the committee in
the 4A and lows in the upper 20s Gcove, instead of the date listed with ether singers. The publie-is identifying corriniur ity Minista, 202 North, 15th_Stree.
cereal iw-totrunitmentiliatt been'made Funeral- Home -where -friends • •
Murray
on Wednesday,
to the middle 3tis
development problems
today.
invited to attend
rosy call
on the issue.
By ROBERT C. MILLER
ABOARD USS NEW ORLEANS ( UPI I—The grave of
author Robert Lows Stevenson
lies atop the highest hill in
Samoa. Engraved upon it are
these words: "Home is the
sailor, home from the sea."
It was home from the sea
today for Apollo 14 astronauts
Alan B. Shepard, Stuart A.
Roosa and Edgar D. Mitchell.
Home to their first steps on
American
soil since
they
blasted off for the moon 11
days ago from Cape Kennedy.
Plans called for the three
astronauts, dressed in clean
flight suits and germ-proof
masks, to leave their quarantine trailer aboard this recovery ship and fly by Navy
helicopter at noon to American
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Voters Speak
The voters spoke Tuesday and as a result the
proposed special school tax was defeatbd by a
fairly narrow margin.
These are tough times for new taxes no matter
how deserving the cause or how urgent the need.
As someone pointed out this week, the schools of
the city and county are at the direct mercy of the
voters. Cities can pass new taxes, add on to old
taxes and raise funds in several different ways.
States,-through their legislatures, can bring about
tax changes. The Federal government can add new
taxes almost at will.
The schools however, rely nearly 100 per cent on
the voter for any new tax or increased tax.
-e In the local situation, the income of the schools
was frozen at the 1965 level. This was extremely
short sighted of the General Assembly, since any
business man knows that it costs at least 30 per cent
more to do business today than it did in 1965.
In the past fiveyears crhools could not even enjo3
normal growth Or the Cortirnunity.wilichmotild have
automatically swelled their income. This fact,
coupled with increase in school census due to the
growth in population, has just about placed 'a
"strangle-hold- on school boards.
We have no doubt that the county schools need
more funds. This is made quite evident by a visit to
any of the schools.
In our democratic society however, the school
board made known its needs to the voter and asked
them to vote on the tax. They did, and the tax was
defeated.
Our only advice to the school board now is to do
the best they can with the funds available and if
these funds are not sufficient then closethe schools
or consolidate them with other county schools so as
to reduce the mumber of buildings to maintain.
Operating the schools is purely a matter of
economics. Economics is what closed Douglas
School and nothing more.
Economics is what closed Faxon High School.
We believe the Calloway County School Board is
composed of honest, competent men who will get
the utmost out of the tax dollar.
They will just have to do the best they can with
the money which is allowed them. We can ask no
more of them.

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

Murray State College will honor its first basketball team at
ceremonies before the Murray-Western game on February 18.
Seven of the team's players will attend who are Ty Holland,
Vernon James, Auburn Wells, Warden Gilbert, Fount Russell,
Gaylon Lamb, and James Brookshire.
An average of $41.81 per hundred weight has been reported for
,- '7the sale of the 1960 dark fired tobacco crop.
The Sheriffs of Calloway and Marshall Counties today issued a
statement to business men to be cautious in accepting checks
.trom unknown persons.
-Hell To Eternity" with Jeffrey Hunter and David Jansen is
showing at %he Varsity Theatre.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

Deaths reported in today's issue are Mrs, Ivan Moore, age 69,
Joe W. Futrell, age 72, and Mrs. Betty Anderson, age 78.
Billy Denham, son of Mrs. Ohs Denham of Hazel, has been
awarded a $25.00 defense bond in an essay contest sponsored by
the Louisville papers in conjunction with the Kentucky
Association of Soil Conservation Districts.
Mr. and Mrs. H. I. Jones of 10001 West Street, Murray,
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary on January 16.
In basketball Kirksey lost to Brewers 73 to 48, Lynn Grove lost
to Fulgham 68 to 66, Murray Training over Hazel 52 to 26, and
Alm° edged New Concord 53 to 52.

Bible Thoughtfor Today

--

Surely I come quickly: Amen. Even so, come, Lord Jesus.—
Revelations 22:20.
My grandfather died saying these words precious to him. They
grow more precious to me. Now there is a growing conviction
among wise and stable Christians that the return of Christ is
imminent. They sense "The flavor of even-song" and boldly
proclaim that Christ is coming soon.
ele men lady school,' a high
school, a playground and a
chapel. The community was
built by the Atlas Consolidated
\lining arid Del/flop/herd cor
poration
- Adult ma's flies ;dr found
-tr,a
JIITI pouidiy iii
The town:hip conisists of
Ott..:PEW*.
Ibr
.1Qt-ig
4 1/414
.
•
-t:1#"
era
Special housing for
MANILA (UPI) - A new
township has been built in
Toledo City -in the central
exelugivrh
for
fume orkesk. and their. fain.

-

Use of SS members for
checkups to be probed
the Social Security Administration to review its polices on the use of the number and Ervin said his subcommittee would begin
hearings Feb. 24 on computers, data banks and federal surveillance activities
that collect information
about individuals.
Ervin says the computerization of law enforcement
Information, the w I d espread use of Social Security numbers for identification and the use of a federal data bank on driver's
license holders is a major
potential danger to civil
liberties.

Sen. Sam J. Ervin (D., N.
C.) says his subcommittee
on Constitutional Rights
has received numerous
complaints, and that Secretary Elliott L. Richardson
of Health, Education and
Welfare is concerned lest
widespread use and dependence upon the number
lend itself to abuses of individual priVacy.
Richardson has ordered

Federal surveillance activities involving individuals who have broken no
laws threaten to become,
-and in some cases actually
have grown to be, monsters
of the laws, stalking the
privacy and trampling the
First Amendment rights of
individual citizens," he
said.

Isn't It The Truth!
When Vice President Spiro Agnew came out in

favor of the filibuster as a worthy, prOtective, effeetive and desirable arm in the systencof brakes for
the machinery of representative government, he
surprised nobody, the filibuster being, as it is, a
means of permitting congressmen to talk forever.
"(In Congress) they do not seem to be able to
do anything but eat peanuts and chew tobacco ..."
—Robert E. Lee
Glenda Hill

BOWLING
STANDINGS

470

High hid. Series tHCi
Margaret Morton
616
Sallie Guy
588
582
Janice Croft

DILLAh OR DOLLAR
Bowling League
Team
Robinettes
48
Champs
41
Trophies
39
36
Winners
Four Seasons
34
Three + One
3.3
Pin-Pals
31
ABC's
26

High Averages
Glenda Hill

156
155
152
150
149
143
138
138
138
137
137
136

24 Margaret Morton
31 Martha Ails
33 Jane Buchanan
36 Verona Grogan
38 Margie Chapman
39 Pat Scott
41 Edna LaMastus
46 Kay AddisOn
Valada Stuart
High Team Game ISC1
Mary Contri
Champs
626 Julia Freeman
ABC's
Robinettes
572

Public skeptical

•aiglEtu"'
U5,11111%0
.03,7

Privacy invaded?
WASHINGTON (UPI): The
government has started an
investigation to determine
if there is an invasion of
privacy in the use of Social
Security numbers by retail
stores, credit agencies, police departments and others.
The use of such numbers
as a convenient method of
keeping track of people has
become widespread in recent years, even though the
Identification numbers
were supposed to be kept
secret when the program
was set up in the 1930s.
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This column of questions and answers on federal
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public
service to taxpayers. The column answers question!,
most frequently asked by taxpayers.
Q) To have you compute my
tax, should I just bring my
return into an IRS office
A) No, the computation is
done at the IRS service center for your area when you
file your return. The IRS will
figure your tax if your income
Li $20,000 or less and consists
.inly of wages or salaries, and
tips, dividends, interest, pensions, and annuities and you
choose the standard deduction
instead of itemizing deductions.
The IRS will figure both
the retirement income credit
and your tax for you if you
meet the income and deduction requirements. Just follow
the instructions at the top of
Schedule R. Be sure to attach
the necessary schedules and
W-2's and sign your return.
Further details on this can be
found con Page 2 of the 1040
instructions.
(1) My son made over $1,000
last year. Does that mean I'll
lose his exemption?
, A) The amount of your
son's etrnings will not change
his dependency status if he
was either a full-time student
during five months of the year
or under 19 at year's end. The
support and other dependency
tests must still be met, however.

obtained from any local IRS
office.
To summarize the sick pay
provisions, if your company
paid you more than 75 percent of your regular pay then
you must wait 30 days before
you can exclude any pay from
income. After the waiting period, you may exclude up to
$100 a week.
If you received 75 percent
or less of your pay there is
a 7-day waiting period. Afterwards, you may exclude up to
$75 a week. After 30 days you
may exclude up to $100 a
week. However, if you were
hospitalized there is no 7-day
waiting period.

CP 1 had about $45 in interest last year from several
savings accounts. Do I have to
list how much I got from each
of them?
A) In cases where interest
income is $100 or lea, just
enter the total amount of your
interest income on the front of
your Form 1040. When interest income is over $100 it has
to be itemized by amount and
payor and entered on Schedule B.
1:2) My tax situation looks so
complicated this year that I
want to get some paid profes-*
sional help this year. Where
can I get a reliable person to
help me?

Q) Since I was not married
. until last frail, I • was single -. A) Call your local account- .ing, legal or tax practitioner
most of the year. Can I file a
association. They will be able
joint return?
to supply you with the names
A Yes, your marital status
of qualified people.
fiir tax purposes is determined
Avoid any person
who
hat it was on the last day
"guarantees" you a refund or
your tax year. For examwho suggests that the refund
ple, someone married on the
be sent to his address. Also,
last day of the year is conyou should never sign a blank
,dered married for the entire
return or one that has been
a r.
prepared in pencil. Remember,
you are legally responsible for
Q) I've been told I don't
every item on your return
have to pay tax on the pay I
even though someone else
helped you prepare it.
recelied while I was out sickIs that right?
At You may not be taxed
on all or part of your pay
received for periods of sickness provided certain conditions are met. Details on how
to claim this benefit are given
on Form 2440 which may be

Q) What's the surcharge
rate for 1970 income?
A) The income tax surcharge for 1970 is 2/
1
2 percent.
Tables on the surcharge are
included with the 1040 instructions.

ground troops already
ha%e entered Laos The
survey, conducted by the
Opinion Research Corp.
of Princeton, N. J.. was
restricted to persons
over 18.
The National Broadcasting Co.. which commissioned the poll, said
people contacted also
were asked if they
thought the use of U. S.
forces in ground fighting
in Laos could help reduce U. S. involvement
In Indochina. Only 14
oer mit said it could.

41) I had a loess on some
shares of stock I sold last
year. Is this deductible?
A) Yes, capital losses are
deductible and can be used to
offset capital gains. In addition, capital losses can be used
to offset other income up to a
maximum of $1,000 a year.
The limit is $500 each on the
returns of married persons
filing separately.
Note that the 1969 Tax Reform Act did make some
chankes in the handling of
capital losses. While short
term losses are still fully deductible from ordinary income,
only one-half of the excess of
the net long term capital loss
over the net short term capital
gain is deductible up to the
e1,000 maximum.

Alps take toll
A total
of 42 persons were killed in
mountain climbing accidents in
the Bavarian Alps in the summer of 1970 according to the
Bavarian Mountain Guards Association. This compared with
50 fatalities in The summer of
1969.

Q) My wife and I both work,
Should we file joint or separate returns?
A) Usually, married taxpayers will pay less tax if they
file joint rather than separate
returns. Since there are situations where this is not true,
figure your tax both ways to
find out which is hest for you.
Note that when separate returns are filed, deductions
must be handled the same wayon both returns, If one itemizes, so must the other. If the
standard deduction is used,
both must use the same type,
-either the percentage cleduc.'
tion or the low income allowance.

MARE EVERY GRAVE

-

awe illas

Murray Marble
Virarles
WILDRItS OF FINE
MEMORIALS
Porter Whet. - Manaitor
111 Maple St. 753-2512

The moose feeds chiefly
on the leaves, twigs and bark
of trees.
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PETER

SELLERS
Shown at 7:15 & 9:15
RAdults 1.50 Children .75 7
comin soon Cromweu
Open 7 pm ite y p us 1 pm
Saturday and Sunday
Adrn: Adults 1.50 Children 750

TONITE thru TUE

FONN1

ICIRK DalOifIS

There waPio a
crooked man...

High Team Series 1SC)
Winners ,
1667
Champs
1640
Robinettes
1619

.11,31.

High Team Series MCI
Winners
2240
A BC's
2212
Robinettes
2201

No F

II

say'ac

These mem,
Glenn Byars.

re Sat A t Due To Chil ren'

CHILDREN'S MOVIE Sig. at .1

a 3. p.m. *.

tti44

"ISLAND OF THE BLUE DOLPHINS"
201
189
178

Admission FULwith..Murray_Federal Savings
Loan ticket 7y.without ticket

High hid. Game tiff
Martha Ails
234
Julia Freeman
222
Margaret Morton
221
High Ind. Series 1SC
Margaret Morton
Martha Ails

national telenhOne poll
of 1031 pelple indicated
46 ner cent believe U. S.

Cif300071;dit

High Team Game (HC)
Champs
812
ABC's
806
Rboinet tes
766

High Ind. Game (SC
Martha Ails
Margaret Morton
Julia Freeman

NEW YORK (UPD: A

-atpayers Ask IRS

Race
And

The Almanac
By United Press International
Today is Thursday, Feb. 11,
the 42nd day of 1971.
The moon is between its full
phase and last quarter.
morning
stars are
The
Mercury, Venus, Mars and
Jupiter.
The evening star is Saturn.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Aquarius.
American inventor Thomas
Edison was born Feb. 11, 1847.
On this day in history:
1937 General Motors
In
aged to recognize the CIO
United Auto Workers Union as
bargaining agent for
GM
workers.
In 1945 President Franklin D.
Roosevelt, British Prime Minster Winston Churchill and
Soviet dictator Josef Stalin
closed a weeklong World War II
conference at Yalta in the
Crimea.
In 1965 American and South
Vietnamese planes staged the
first bombing raids on North
Vietnam in retaliation for a
Viet Cong attack.
In 1968 New York City
garbage workers ended their
eight-day strike
A thought for today: Thomas
Edison said, "There is no
substttute for hartWatt."

LATE SHOW FRI. & SAT. 11:30 p.m.

open-flame-broiled

CHEESEBURGERS

520
472

2
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6
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HOW TO
SUCCEED
WITH THE
OPPOSITE SEX

9
I

trotot04111
A
•Rs
ALABAMA
AMERICAN U.
ARIZONA
MY

NITE
A,I 61

Thursday
Friday
and Saturday

There's no better Cheeseburger
anywhere! 100% pure, lean ground ----beet ... broiled over open flames
to seal in the meat juices and
...topped with a melted
flavor.
slice of Kraft Cheese ...
garnished to your taste ...
served on a hot toasted bun!
SAVE on a bagful, during this
Cheeseburger Sale, at BURGER
CHEF—they're good enough to
leave home for'

ATRI

.:'Ends TUESDAY

No greater Caesat ... No grander cast!

Charlton Reston -Jason Robards John Gtelgud
•ihotAvIwom. wro.ay TECHNICOLOR' re.easerl

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

U

1

Open 6:00-Start 6:45
Admission: '1.00
FRI.-SAT.-SUN.

2-Action-Packed Features-2 . .
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Racers To Meet Morehead
And Eastern On Weekend

IRRAY, KENTUCKY
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Fleckman Grabs Lead In Hope
By JOE SARGIS
Joe Carr and Larry Wood.
Fleckman burst into the pro
UPI Sports Writer
PALM SPRINGS, Calif. scene in late 1967 by winning
( UPI)-Marty Fleckman has the Cajun Classic, shortly after
few illusions but a lot of hope. he had starred on the Walker
As play goes into the second Cup team and had led the U.S.
round of the $140,000 Bob Hope Open for two rounds.
Desert Classic today, Fleck- "I was riding pretty high
roan, 26, is the leader by a then," Fleckman recalled, -but
stroke over Arnold Palmr, I knew I had to plug along if I
Robert Bernardini, Bill Brask, expected to win any money as

Tied with Western Kentucky shooting with a percentage of
for the Ohio Valley Conference 54.9, and Young in free throw
lead after weekend wins over shooting with 82.4. The Racers
Austin Peay and Middle Ten- are among the nation's leaders in
nessee, Murray State's Racers field goal shooting with a team By United Press
International Stone, starting for the first
will play Morehead and Eastern percentage of 50.5. They have
The Utah Stars played a key time this season, made 13 of 18
Kentucky at Murray this averaged 81.4 points and 47.1 game without the services of from the field and tallied 29
rebounds to their opponents' 70.1 their leading scorer and reboun- points. The 149 points set a
weekend.
"Of course, every game is points and 34.8 rebounds.
der Wednesday night-and vir- single-game club record for the
curcial when you're competing
tually chased the Kentucky Stars.
for a championship, but these
Mel Daniels scored 11 of
Colonels off the Salt Lake City
games seem a little more crucial MIDDLEWEIGHT TITLE
Indiana's final 16 points to
court
than most," Murray Coach Cal ROME (UPI) - Argentina's Zelmo Beaty was sidelined spark the Pacers to a 115-101
Luther said. "They're both good Carlos Monzon will defend his with a leg injury suffered last win over the Texas Chaps.
teams and we'll have to play our world middleweight title in Friday night but the Stars hit Daniels scored 24 points while
best to win. Morehead's record is April against former titleholder on 59.4 per cent of their field Gene Moore led the Chaps with
deceiving. They've played nearly Nino Benvenuti, whom Monzon goal tries and .
held a 62-58 24.
cal fouls by referee Darrell
By JOE CARNICELL1
everyone to the wire even when dethroned via a 12th-round rebounding lead as they wal- Steve Jones scored 27 points,
Garretson. The Braves led 54-41
UPI
Sports
Writer
they lost. Eastern has obviously knockout last November.
loped the Colonels, 149-127. The Jim Jones 25 and Wilbert Jones
at the time.
The
National
Basketball
Assoimproved tremendously since we
victory enabled the Stars to 15 as the Memphis Pros
Reserve guard Nick Jones
ciation is going through a' life
bet them up there."
RAMS' CHOICE
retain their 1'.s-game lead over defeated the Denver Rockets
scored
a career high 28 points
death
struggle-new
life
for
and
The Racers are 7-1 in the OVC
LOS ANGELES (UPI)-The Indiana
in
the
American 123-106 at Denver. The loss
and their 16-2 record is one of the Los Angeles Rains Wednesday Basketball Association's West snapped the Rockets' three- the Atlanta Hawks and slow to lead the Warriors past
death for the New York Seattle. Jones scored 18 points,
top half dozen in the country. signed Jack Youngblood, a 6- Division.
game winning streak. Julius
two more than his previous
!Knickerbockers.
They were ranked 17th in this foot-4, 248-pound defensive end Mery Jackson hit on 16 of 22 Keye led Denver with 19 points.
career high, in the second
week's Associated Press poll.
from the University of Florida, from the field and scored 40 Larry Jones scored 27 points Atlanta, stirring to life after period alone.
a
Luther praised the Racers' to a multi-year contract.
points for Utah while George and rookie Ron Nelson added 24 horrendous start this season,
defense in their last two games,
to lead the Floridians to a 115- surged to its sixth victory in
noting that both Austin Peay and
104 triumph over the Pittsburgh the last eight games WednesMiddle Tennessee were held to
Condors in the only other ABA day night, beating the Boston
fewer than 20 points in the first
game. The win lifted the Celtics 114-102.
half. "We didn't shoot up to par
Floridians out of the East The Knicks, the defending
against Middle Tennessee but Glynn Byars, Gary Johnson, ineligible for the first place Division cellar. George Thomp- league champions, saw their
our defense kept us out of Bill Kaelin and Ron Weyerbacher trophy by vi?tue of their previous son led the Condors with 24 losing streak extended to five
games when they bowed to the
trouble," he said. "Ron Johnson represented 'the Murray State team victory.
points.
expansion Buffalo Braves 166(6-6 center) has been great .on Pistol Team at the monthly Fort. The team also swept the in9.
defense and on the boards. In Knox Invitational at Fort Knox, dividual categories they entered
San Francisco downed Seattle
with Glynn Byars winning the
fact,he hasn't permitted a center Kentucky last Sunday.
133-122 in the only other action.
to score from the field the last The shooters, led by Gary Marksman category, Bill Kaelin
Hawks NhasIng the Royals
two games. Blondet i Hector) also Johnson and Bill Kaelin, virtually taking the Sharpshooter category
Pete Maravich had 28 points
had a fine game against Middle swept the meet in earning five and Gary Johnson topping the
and 11 rebounds to lead the
Tennessee." iHe had 10 points first place trophies. Gary Expert class. Ron Weyerbacher
Johnson, a marketing major placed second to Byars in the
Atlanta 4tack. The Hawks
and 10 rebounds).
save close to within 2L2 games
Luther, however,saved most of from Mayfield, was high shooter Marksman class with Jack
his praise for his team's poise, for the thirty-three man meet Parsons finishing behind Kaelin
with 560 out of a possible 600 in the Sharpshooter class.
of second-place Cincinnati in
patience, and team play.
the Central Division in the race
- Les Taylor continues -to pace 0 nits_ Johnsan_was closely Kaelin had the high score for
the team in scoring with 16.6 followed by Bill Keehn, Pompano the day with a 292 out of a
DAYTONA - BEACH, Fla. for the filayoff slot behind
points a game. Jirwny Youpg has Beach,Fla., who was second with possible 300 points followed by UPI(-A top prize of $1;200 front-runner Baltimore.
averaged 15.9, Blondet 14.5, 558 points. Johnson and Kaelin Johnson with a 290.
awaited each winner today in a The Hawks wrapped the
Johnson 8.9, Ron Williams 8.6, then swept the two man team The next match for the Pistol pair of 125-mile qualifying races game up with a torrid threeand Bill Mancini 8.3. Johnson competition with 575 out of a team will be on February 20, to determine who will start minute stretch near the end of
leads in rebounding with 9.9 a possible 600 points. They also when the team travels to behind A. J. Foyt and Bobby the third-period when they stole
game, Taylor in field gaol fired a 599 out of a 600 point Madison, Wisconsin for a league Isaac in Sunday's Daytona 500. the ball five times and
handicap match but (they were match,
Foyt-selected as the favorite outscored the Celtics 13-0 to run
GENERAL ELECTRIC
by his fellow drivers-has their lead to 89-73.
already nailed down the inside "Were finally playing the
pole position for the 500 with a kind of ball we're capable of,"
speed of 182.744 miles per hour said Atlanta Coach Richie
in his 1971 Mercury at the G
e
kalwlyj
nd hIasthifnin
to
'ge
Outrhetreaam
o
utetrenn. '
Daytona International Speedway. He will compete in the can look forward to a good
Model P12
first qualifying race today.
stretch run. There's still a lot
Isaac, who took the outside of time arid a lot of games left.
pole for the $200,050 Daytona Were not that far ,behind
500 with a time of 180.050 mph 'Baltimore."
in his 1971 .Dodge, will be inside
Knicks Stumble
leader in the second qualifying
Don May scored 16 of his 29
BIG BEN or BABY BEN
race.
points in the first quarter to
The total purse of each help Buffalo beat the Knicks for
qualifying race is $9,300
the second time in four games.
The top 14 cars in each May, a former Knick, scored
qualifying race will be entered five points in the first three
ALL
behind Foyt and Isaac in the minutes as the Braves ran off
500. Timed runs in practice this 11 consecutive points enroute to
week will determine the re- breaking their seven-game losmaining 10 starters in the 40-• ing streak.
car fieid.
Willis Reed, the Knicks'
ALL GENERAL ELECTRIC
The two qualifying races will center, was ejected from the
These members of the Murray State pistol team are, left to right, Bill Karlin, Ron Weyerbacher,
have a total of 61 cars entered, game with 29 seconds left in
Glenn Byars, Jack Parsons and Gary Johnaon.
.each of which earned the spot the first half when he was
• in timed runs this week
handed two consecutive techni-

Stars Romp On Colonels

Hawks Surge To Victory
Over Celtics Last Night

Pistol Team Sweeps Meet

Sr
L2

a pro."
the flat desert courses than hy
But the harder he Played the did at Hawaii last week, also
worse his game became. He hit played La Quinta, one of four
the bottom last year when he courses used in the 90-hole
won only $12,053 and finished Hope classic. He used a new
120th on the money winning ,list. center-shafted putter.
So the youngster from Port
Palmer, who hasn't had a
Arthur, Tex., turned to Byron tour victory since late 1969,
Nelson and the former star eagled two par five holes and
worked on Marty's swing.
that seemed to perk him up a
"I had gotten into some bad bit. But he missed two putts of
habits," said Fleckman, "and I three feet for bogeys and that
wasn't consistent enough off the depressed him.
tee. Now I'm thinking better
After Palmer and the other
and my play seems to have four at 67, Ted Hayes, Ray
improved."
Floyd and George Hixon were
the at four under 68, nine players
Fleckman's play in
opening round of the Hope was were at 69, 13 at 70 and 18 at
almost impeccable as he made one under 71.
his way around the La Quinta Indian Wells, Bermuda Dunes
Country Club course Wednesday -and Tamarisk are the other
in six under 33-33-66. Along the Hope courses. The format calls
way he bagged seven birds and for a round over each course
nary a bogey.
before the cut is made to the
"I don't recall ever shooting low 70 and ties for the windup
a 66 on the tour before," said round on Sunday-at Bermuda
Fleckman.
Dunes, which this year is the
Palmer, putting better over host course.

B LBREY'S
Hatchet Sale

Qualifying
Races For
Daytona Set

Is On

All Goodyear Tires for Less Money!
• Black

• Regular Treads

• White

ier

'fl

ing

:RS

• Mud and Snow fires
GENERAL ELECTRIC 10"

PERCOLATOR

PORTA-COLOR
T.V.

$999

75c

TOP TWENTY TEAMS
C. L. A.
2 - SO. CALIFORNIA
3 - KANSAS
4 - MARQUETTE
5 - PENNSYLVANIA
6 - KENTUCKY
7 - JACKSONVILLE.FLA.. WESTERN KENTUCKY 9 - NOTRE DAME
10 - SOUTH CAROLINA
-

96.9
95.4
93.6
92.5
92.1
92.0
91.3
91.2
91.0
90.0

FEBRUARY 7, 19/1
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

-

LOUISVILLE
DUQUESNE
HOUSTON
TENNESSEE
NORTH CAROLINA
UTAH STATE
VILLANOVA
LaSALLE
ILLINOIS
S. W. LOUISIANA

COLLtu. DIVISION TOP TWENTY TEAMS. - FEBRUARY 7, 1971:
-

MAJOR COLLEGE GAMES OF FEBRUARY 13, 1971:
440" 31,
;
•
FOR
:•16, A
MISSISSIPPI ST. 10
MISSISSIPPI
ALABAMA
4
AUBURN
MURRAY
14
MOREHEAD
AMERICAN U.
MIAMI -FLORIDA
8
NEBRASKA
MISSOURI
ARIZONA
1
COLORADO STATE
NEW MEXICO ST.
HARDIN SIMMONS
12
ARMY
8
CEO. WASHINGTON
9
IONA
NIAGARA
4
BAYLOR
TEXAS
CLEMSON
NORTH CAROLINA
21
BOSTON COLLEGE
BOSTON D.
15
GEORGIA TECH
NO.CAROLINA ST.
3
BOWLING GREEN
I
MARSHALL
7
NORTHEASTERN
LONG ISLAND
BRIGHAM YOUNG
14
NEW MEXICO
WESTERN MICHIGAN
NO. ILLINOIS
1
BUTLER
1
EVANSVILLE
NORTHWESTERN
WISCONSIN
1
CALIFORNIA
6
WASHINGTON
NOTRE DAME
De PAUL
17
CANISIUS
RHODE ISLAND
ILLINOIS
OHIO STATE
5
CENTENARY
SO. MISSISSIPPI
12
MIAMI.OHIO
OHIO U.
3
CINCINNATI
5 ALD DOMINION
ORAL ROBERTS
PAN AMERICAN
22
CITADEL
3 EAST CAROLINA
PACIFIC
SAN FRANCISCO
17
COLGATE
12
ROCHESTER
PENNSYLVANIA
YALE
22
COLORADO
OKLAHOMA
2
PENN STATE
10
NAVY
9
COLUMBIA
DARTMOUTH
VEGAS
PEPPERDINE
LAS
2
16
DAVIDSON
RICHMOND
PRINCETON
, BROWN
- -5
18
DAYTON
XAVIER
PROVIDENCE
ST. JOSEPHS-PA.
5
10
DENVER
OKLAHOMA CITY
PURDUE
MICHIGAN
6
3
MARYLAND
DUKE
RICE
M
4
TEXAS A
14
RHODE ISLAND
• Duouesie
RUTGERS
GEORGETOWN-D.C.
5
RIDDLE TENNESN1,
6
EAST TENNESSEE
ST. BOAAVENTURF 21
SETON HALL
AUSTIN PEA?
11
E. KENTUCKY
ST. LOUIS
DRAKE
1
ST. JOHNS-N.Y.
2
FORDHAM
ST. PETERS
ST. FRANCIS-N.Y.
25
V. M. I.
12
FURMAN
SO, CALIFORNIA
8
OREGN
0
NORTHERN ARI2P....\
19
GONZAGA
S. M. U.
6
ARKANSAS
9
ODRNELL-N.Y.
HARVARD
SYRACUSE
4
WEST VIRGINIA
49
ALASKA
HAWAII
TEMPLE
15
N. /. U.
FAIRFIELD
16
HOLY CROSS
TENNESSEE
10
GEORGIA
9
LOYOLA-N.O.
HOUSTON
TEXAS TECH
9
T. C. U.
IOWA
3
INDIANA
TULANE
2
VIRGINIA TECH
11
SO. ILLINOIS
INDIANA STATE
U. C. L. A.
11
OREGON STATE
KANSAS STATE
1
IOWA STATE
UTI1H
5
EL PASO
BRADLEY
JACKSONVILLE-F. 10
UTAH BEATS
3
SEATTLE
OKLAHOMA STATE
12
KANSAS
VILLANOVA
1
LASALLE
TOLEDO
4
KENT STATE - -WAKE FOREST
4
VIRGINIA
FLORIDA
10
KENTUCKY
WASHINGTON ST.'
1
STANFORD
BUCKNELL
20
LAFAYETTE
WEBER STATE
11
IDAHO
SAN JOSE STATE
23
LONG BEACH
WEST TEXAS
19
HOUSTON BAPTIST
VANDERBILT
4
L. S. V.
W. KENTUCKY
24
TEMESSEE TECH
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27
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14
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SEASO
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ALBION
ALCORN
AQUINAS
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AT. CHRISTIAN
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ADRIAN
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CLOCKS
TIMEX WATCHES

20% OFF
20% OFF

KITCHEN CLOCKS
ELECTRIC HEATERS

20% OFF
20% OFF

ALL

Carr Sports Ridings
I. U.

$ 1 9900
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17 18 14 20 Mi
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SONOMA STATE
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1971 GENERAL ELECTRIC
CONSOLE

COLOR T.V.
• 3 Styles To Choose From
Take Your Pick!

$478°°

* USED MERCHANDISE *
KELVINATOR 2-DOOR

$13900

REFRIGERATOR
GENERAL ELECTRIC'S BEST

WASHER
& DRYER - Matched Set 199
MOTOROLA 23"
CONSOLE T.V. New Picture Tube $1245°
SYLVANIA CONSOLE
Looks New,
bargain!
' COLOR
T.V.
$1245°
R.C.A.
PORTABLE T.V.
A

;10% OFF ON ALL USED SHOIGUNS .-AND RIFLES!!
000FEAR

13.1L
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Miss Cynthia Ann Sawyer Becomes The
ffirdiirliruttell E. IfoWardin tovely
Ceremony At Powers Methodist Church

1

Ragsdale-Mahan Vow's. Read

Mr. and Mrs. Keith Hays of
Murray Route One are the
a baby boy,
parents of
Christopher Keith, weighing
eleven pounds, born on Monday,
February 8, at seven p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have one daughter,
Vonnie Sue, age three. The father
is employed as a chemist at Airco
Alloys at Calvert City.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
Curtis Hays of Murray Route Six
and Mr.and Mrs. Howard F3azzell
of Murray Route Two. Mrs.
Herman Barber of Murray Route
Six is a great grandmother.

Thursday, February 11
Wagon
Welcome
The
Newcomers Club will meet at the
Community Center at 7:30 p.m.
The Baptist Women of Elm
Grove Baptist Church will hold
its general meeting at the home
of Mrs. W A. Farmer at 1:30 p.m.

Fixed dates always
a jinx for her

The Cumberland Presbyterian
Women of the North Pleasant
Grove Church will meet at the
borne of Mrs. Delia Graham at
'Seven p.m.

By Abigail Van Buren

The Dexter Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Alene Pritchett at 9:30 a.m.

DEAR ABBY Please say something about married men
on the prowl who lie about their marital status.
Speaking for myself and half a dozen of my friends [all
.widows, divorcees and un.marrieds, fairly attractive and
Tender 40] we don't want to get involved with married men.
'But what can we do when coworkers, customers, salesmen,
etc introduce us to a "nice, eligible man," only to find out
after three or four dates that this rat has a wife and family
in the suburbs?
Does an unmarried woman have to turn into a private
investigator before accepting a date with a man who poses as
a nice, eligible bachelor?
So what should we do about these rats?
HOODWItsiCED

The Sunnyside flomemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Mickey Cherry at eleven
-A potluck luncheon will be

'The WMS of the Grace Baptist
Church is scheduled to-meet at
the church at seven p.m.
The Gamma Omicron chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the Baptist Student Union
building at 7:30 p.m.

DEAR HOODWINKED: Which rats? The ones who
married men as "nice, eligible bachelors"? Or the
married men who try to pull a fast one? The only protection
a girl has against being "hoodwinked," is to be a little more
.
t filmy about whom she dates.
; A good rule to follow: Never accept a fixed up date unless
";; you know you can trust the flier-upper.

_ I
4 introduce

Mr. and Mrs. John Patrick Mahan
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Riigsdide of Almo announce the marriage
if their only daughter, Vicki,Elaine, to John Patrick Mahan, sor
rf Mr.and Mrs. J. R. Mahan of Murray Route Eight.
The double ring ceremony was performed on December 18 ir
the home of Bro. and Mrs.Eebby Joe Sims with Brother Sims
ftciat ing,
The bride was attired in:a. white polyester knit street lenge
dress with full bishop sleeverand wide cuffs with tiny self coverer
buttons. A high mandarin collar was featured at the neckline. Sr*
carried a bouquet of white rosebuds with white velvet ribbons tier
in love knots.
Their attendants twer,e M. and Mrs. James Mahan, twir
brother and sister-In-1a* pf the groom.
The bride is presently a junior at Calloway County High School
The groom is a 1970 graduate of Calloway County High School anc
is now employed bY the Mahan Construction Company.
They are now reskIlii0 at the Mahan Apartments on Old Bentor
Road, Murray.
'

F'

!BIRTHS/1

YO

A baby boy, Donald Brewer,
Jr., weighing seven pounds fifteen ounces, was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Brewer, Route Six,
Paris, Tenn., on Monday,
February 8, at 7:45 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The new father is with the
Reserve Life Insurance Company, Paris, Tenn.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
Lloyd Brewer of Forest Park, Ill.,
and Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Rocroth.
of Villa Park, Ill. Mr. and Mrs.
Martin Insco of Chicago, HI , are
great grandparents.

Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Herndon of
Friday, February 12
Murray Route Three announce
' A Valentine Dance, sponsored
the birth of a baby girl, Victoria
by Murray State Women's
Frances, weighing four pounds
Mr. and Mrs. Russell E. Howard
Society, will be held at the WOW
one ounce, born on Tuesday,
Hall from nine p.m. to one a.m.,
February 9, at 11:55 p.m, at the
Miss Cynthia Ann Sawyer, The groom's mother, Mrs with tickets at 85.00.
Murray-Calloway County
DEAR ABBY: I could love you for your answer to "In
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Howard, was attired in an a
Hospital.
, Need of Sympathy," the woman who was worn out from
Sawyer of Metropolis, Ill., and coat dress costume emsernble o The Faculty Couples Bridge
The father is a teacher. in the
it having nursed a sick husband for so many months. She
Russell E, Howard, son of Mr. silk and worsted. A pink cym- will be held at the Student Union
English Department of Murray
t resented being asked constantly, "How is your husband"
and Mrs. W. Rudolph Howard of bidium orchid was her corsage. Building, Mal, at 7:30 p.m. For
Miss Nancy Jones, daughter of
State University. Their other
?' She wrote to you saying she wished someone would ask her
Murray, exchanged double ring
Mrs. J. D. Dillinger and Mrs. reservations call Jack or Sally Dr. and Mrs. Conrad Jones and a
children are Rose, age nine, Joel,
how she was. So you asked her how she was.
wedding vows at the Powers Huel Sawyer, 'grandmothers Q White at 753-6658.
freshman at Murray State
age seven, Jay, age five, and
That reminds me of the two old friends, Manny and Max,
United Methodist Church, the bride, were presented cor
University, has been selected as
Joanna, age three.
who hadn't seen each other for 20 years. When they met
The Hazel PTA men's and a member of the National College
Metropolis, Ill.
sages of pink carnations.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
again, the first thing • Ninny asked Max was, "How's
women's basketball teams will Board of Bonne Bell, Inc. and will
Rev. Richard Scott officiating
Reception
Robert Vereon Herndon and Mr.
business"
._
at the candlelight ceremony
Following the ceremony a play the Alrno teams at Hazel at represent this cosmetics firm on
and Mrs. Dennie Allen, all. of
Max replied, "Is that the way to greet an old friend after
solemnized
on
Sunday, reception was hold. The pink and seven p.m. Admission is 25 and 50 the Murray State campus, in the
Trigg
County. Great grand20 years? Why don't you ask me how my health is?"
December 27.
city, and in surrounding comwhite four tiered wedding cake cents.
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Robert
-,.
Manny said, "I'm sorry, Max. How's your health?"
Guests registered as they was served from a table covered
munities.
Sbolar, Mrs. Nick Herndon, and
ir Max answered, "Don't ask."
CORDIALLY, SOL
entered the church. Mrs. Judy with pink lace over white.
Murray
Miss Jones, a home economics
North
The
..Mrs. Forrest Allen, all of Trigg
Carroll of Murray, sister of the
Serving at the reception were Homemakers Club will meet at major, is 4-rnember of Alpha
County, and Mrs. Lena Calhoun
DEAR SOL: You bring back memories. My father used
Miss Nancy Jones
groom, presided at the register. Mrs. Teresa Julian, cousin of the the home of Mrs. Charles Omicron Pi social sorority. A
of Benton.
sr to tell that story ss years ago.
A program of nuptial music bride, Mrs. Whenna Qualk, and Crawford, West Main Street, at Murray resident, she is presently
il
0
„was presented by Dan McDaniel, Miss Margo Mantle. Miss Nancy 1:30 p.m
the reigning Miss Murray•
DEAR ABBY: We were interested in the letter from the
organist. The soloist was the Dillinger, cousin of the bride,
Calloway County Fair Queen, and
waitress in Dover, Del., who complained that customers
groom's father who sang "Let Me presented the guests with rice
Shield Queen at Murray State
February 13
Saturday,
sometimes undertip. She mentioned that her regular wage
Walk- With Thee" and "Whither bags.
A Valentine Dance for mem- University,
was 75 cents per hour. Perhaps she would be interested to
Thou Goest".
The College Board of Bonne
After a wedding trip to New bers and out of town guests will
know that emp'.oy^s of restaurants with sales of $250,000
Miss Carrie Beal of Belk's of
The altar was. decorated with
leans, La., the couple is now at be held at the Calloway County Bell, Inc., organized in 1967,
or more a year are protested by the Okra minimum wage
MUrray spoke to the Distributive
baskets or'brigh*ink mums and home In Murray.
includes
members
from
188
p.m.
to
Coantry Club from 9:30
The
Town
& "ffountre Education students at North
double wrought 'iron candelabra
Rehearsal Dinner
1:30 a.m. Mr. and Mrs. James college and university campuses Homemakers met in the home of
The law requires that restaurant emWeyes, including
Marshall High School on Thurholding buring tapers. The pews Mr. and Mrs. W. Rudolph Boone are co-chaiemen for the across the United States.
Mrs. Howard Giles on February sday, February 4.
tipped employes, receive a minimum hourly wage of $1.60.
were marked with burning tapers Howard of Murray, parents of the dance
Selection of membership is based
4. Assisting as co-hostesses were The Murray woman disci] r
- The $1.60 minimum may be a combination of both wages
and pink bows.
groom, were hosts for the
on leadership qualities, perMesdames Don Fuqua and window and interior displays. She
and tips However, not less than 50 per cent must be regular
Bride's Dress
rehearsal dinner held on
sonality; and personal apCharles Moffett.
The New Providence Riding
showed slides of several window
wages paid by the employer. If tips don't amount to half the
The bride, escorted by her
December 26 at the Forty-five
pearance.
The meeting was called to and shadow-box displays that she
Club will have a dinner meeting
minimum wage, the employer must make up the difference
father, was given in marriage by Cafe in Metropolis, Ill.
Miss Jones' duties will include:
The Wage and Hour Division in Dover will be happy to
her parents. She wore a formal Other prenuptial events for the at Captain's Kitchen at 5:45 p.m. acquainting both female and order by the president, Mrs. had personally designed.
provide her with further information about minimum wage
gown of taffeta peau-de-soie and bride included a shower at the A business meeting will follow male youth with the company and Kenneth Ramsey, and the Miss Beal visited the school on
devotional, John 15:12-17, was her day off from the store and the
provisions that concern hotel, motel, restaurant and food
imported Chantilly lace. The home of Mrs. George Hays given the dinner.
its products, and, in turn, comgiven by Mrs. Jules Harcourt. class expressed appreciation for
express bodice and Juliette by Mrs. Whenma Qualk and Miss
service employes
company
the
municating to the
Seventeen members answered her lesson. Mrs. Vicki Shell is the
The
Wrestling
MSU
Club
and
sleeves
Were
of
the
same
lace.
Please tell your readers that there are Wage and Hour
Pam Williams; a bridal shower
Club will meet thinking of these age groups roll call by recalling an historical DFCA advisor at North Marshall
The waist line was marked with a given by the ladies of Powers Weightlifting
Divisions in 350 cities, including Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto
concerning good grooming and
bias band of self fabric, and the United Methedist Church; a Breckiriridge Job Corps Center, beauty care products; organizing fact about George Washington or
Rico, to answer questions and provide information on
A-line silhouette was made of the personal shower given by her Merganfield, in the boys gym of and staging good grooming Abraham Lincoln. One guest,
minimum wage, equal pay, overtime pay, child labor, wage
peau-de-soie.. The front of the sorority sisters; a tea in the Red the Carr Health Building from clinics on campus and in the Mrs. Mike Gardone, was inKNOW ONIONS?
garnishment and the Age Discrimination in Employment Act
skirt
was richly trimmed with the Room. at the Holiday Inn, 230 to five p.m. No charge and community; and participating in troduced by Mrs. Giles.
ROBERT D. MORAN
The
minutes
and
treasurer's
the
public
is
invited.
lace and was softly gathered at Murray, With Mesdames S. Owen
Did you know that moisture at
various college and community
U.S. DEPI'. OF LABOR
report were read and approved
the back forming a fulness that Wilson, A. W. Russell, Louis
civic programs.
the neck of an onion, may be a
as read.
ad.
a
DEAR ma. MORAN: Thank you for your very
swept into a full circular chapel Kerlick, Stanford Andrus, Ray
She will be available for good
sign of decay? Look for clean,
Sunday, February 14
ub voted to contribute
informative letter.
train. Hand clipped lace motifs Brownfield, Eugene Russell, Ray
clinics
in
the
Murray
grooming
hard, well-shaped onions with dry
Mrs. Joel Crawford
Mr.
and
food
to
the
Country
Music Show to
were scattered about the back P. Moore, John Pasco, James C.
Murray State campus.
according to USDA. The
area
and
skins,
golden
CONFIDENTIAL TO ELEANOR IN ALBANY: Don't
their
honored
on
will be
be !vitt on February 26, at the
skirt and train.
Hart, Bob Toon, and Earl WarHer program will consist of
stronger-flavored onions are
give your man too much rope. Re may become a swinger.
a
with
Calloway
County
High
anniversary
School,
for
wedding
Her headdress was a contoured ford as hostesses.
.
I
lectures on general good
usually medium size and globe
cap made of taffeta peau-de-soie Out of town guests for the reception at the home of Mr. and grooming habits—Atel care for the benefit of the Calloway shaped. A cooked onion about
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it ea
petals and alencon lace hand wedding were Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Donald Crawford in Lynn the skin, face, hair, and body. County Fire Department.
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box MTN, Los Aageles, Cal.
diameter) is about 92 per
It was announced that the 2'i-inch
o
,
clipped motifs accented with Edward Carroll, Mr. and Mrs. Csrove from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. All
96049. Fee a permit* reply enclose stamped. addressed
Young ladies will be able to
cent water but provides calcium
_
invited
Homemakers
are
Annual
Day
friends
would
and
relatives
pearl loops and touched with Walter Qualk, Dr. and Mrs. 0. C.
envelope.
benefit individually by Miss
vitamin A and other
be held at the Murray Woman's and
crystals.
Wells, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. fes attend.
Jones' services. This spring Mass
nutrients.
Clubhouse on March 19. There
Attached to the headdress was Solomon, Steve Smith, Johny
Jones will be available by apFor Abby's sew booklet. "What Teea-Agers West to
will be a luncheon and craft
a
hand
roll
silk
illusion
veil..
Quertermous,
pointment_to
meet
with
inPam
Lassiter,
and
[stow." send Si to Abby. Iles sirms. Los Angeles. Cal. mese.
Monday, February 15
display by the various clubs. The
The bride wore a heart shaped Kathy Rayburn, all of Murray;
comdividuals, demonstrate a
diamond pendant, gift of the Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Dellinger, Mr. Senior Art Show of Bill Moore, plete application of make-up, and names of Mesdames Kenneth
the
Ramsey and Bobby Grogan,
will
open
at
Murray,
oorn, and a gold band worn by and Mrs. Marvin Dellinger and
work with the girls in choosing
er grandmother and great daughter, Nancy, Mr. and Mrs. Exhibition Hall, Fine Arts correct shades of make-up and representing the Town & County
Plbewe 7S1-1911 ow 713-41147
r
s Mrs. J. B. Berkeen .
grandmother at their weddings. Eddy Julian, Mr. and Mrs. Building, MSU, and Continue products necessary for best skin Homemakers, will be on the
She
carried a Colonial bouquet of Robert Anderson, Charles An- until February 28. No charge. care, and aiding them with in- ballot for new county officers.
i.
Charm schools will be held in
bridal white and pink delight derson, Mr. and Mrs. Jim
dividual beauty problems.
the Court House. Paducah. on
roses tied with long flowing pink Lawrence, Mr. and Mrs. C. B.
Senior Art Show of Linda
March 11, and in the Methodist
ribbon.
Hagler. and Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Copley, Louisville, will open in
POTATO SCONES
Church, Mayfield, on March 12
Miss Cathi Greer, Marble Hill, Sanders and daughter, Kay, all of
Arts
the Kappa Pi Room, Fine
and 13.
Mo., was the maid of honor. Miss Gleason, Tenn.
Building, MSU, and continue Plan leftover mashed potatoes
Pamela Williams of Metropolis, Also from out of town were
The lesson, "Plan a Sewing
until February 28. No charge. for these delicious scones.
Ill., and Miss Nancy Watson of Mrs. Marie Griffin and Holly,
Combine one cup mashed (:enter." was given by Mrs.
Kenneth Ramsey, and the craft,
Arlington were the bridesmaids. Tart Brown, Mr. and Mrs. John
potatoes with one cup sifted flour,
The attendants wore identical Willett, Steve and Glenn Willett, The Penny Homemakers Club one teaspoon salt, one teaspoon "String
Sculpture,"
was
Victorian style floor length gowns Steve Kittler, all of Paducah; will meet at the home of Mrs. baking powder and one fourth demonstrated by Mrs. Dale
of pink silk velvet with slightly Mrs. lion Gravette and Mr. and Brent Butterworth at 12:30 p.m. cup melted butter, mixing lemons.
raised Waistlines and softly Mrs. Jim Solomon, all of HenMembers
present
not
thoroughly. Roll into a circle onegathered skirts. The long full derson; Margo Mantle and
previously mentioned were:
thick
and
inch
cut
into
eight
half
Eating Patterns
Mesdames John Bartholomy,
sleeves were of floral silk James Carter of 13ardwell; Mrs.
ent ill effects
BY JAMES WILKERSON
pic-shaped wedges. Cook on an
were
gathered
to
a
organza
and
Wallace Ford, Bobby Grogan,
T.
L.
Plain
and
Brad
Curie
of
Previous attempts to deWhich is your family more oiled griddle until brown on both Joe Hendon, Ellis Perry, William
velop a male pill have been
wide cuff. Their headpieces were Louisville; Mr. and WS. Howard
LONDON New tests to
sides.
three tiered shoulder length e;reei of Marble Hill., Mo.; likely to eat in the course of a
Price, Don Story, E. C. Wallen,
develop a birth pill for men
unsuccessful for a number
Phil Weydener, Otis H. Erwin,
are to be started soon in
of reasons
illusion veils held in place by pink Bobby Sawyer of Houston, week—Vienna sausages or
FREEZER l'TP
London following successOne attempt appeared at
velvet bows.' They carried Texas; Russell Hayes of Prin- childen livers? Your answer may
and Dannie Harrison.
CA1TLEA1111 1)11. ALSO To 000
ha/ animal experiments
wiroOlOit SINS 171
first to be promising when
Colonial bouquets of pink ceton; Mr. and Mrs. Tony Kaiser, not only reveal Parts about your Maintain strict sanitation in
habits,
eating
it
may
family's
tested
on
prisoners in
The
next
meeting
carnations.
elegance
will be held
Jr., of Cincinnati, Ohio; Mr. and
preparing food for the home
The pill is based on male
The ring that expresses love
America But when it was
Mr. Howard chose Bill Hart of Mrs. Herbert Yates and children, also indicate what income freezer. Freeze only high-quality on March 4, at 7:30 p.m. in the in a very special
sex hormones and an appbway.
... a pertried on people who had
Murray
as his best man. Gary and David, of Elgin, Ill.; bracket your family falls into. At food. Don't think that freezing home of Mrs. Robert Hopkins, fect
cabon to test it Is soon to
diamond, guaranteed..
drunk alcohol their eyes
to
a
did
recent
study
of
it
least
1500
Russellhf
Cardinal
Groomsmen
were
Max
Drive,
with
Mrs. Charles Schmidt of Quincy,
Mrs. E.
be made to the govern- , tamed red.
kills bacteria in foods—it simply
Murray and Don Sawyer, brother II.; Lenora Allen of Camden, household meal-eating patterns. stops their multiplication ac- C. Wallen and Mrs. John Barment's drug safety commitWould men take a NI
study,
conducted
The
by
the
tholomy as co-hostesses.
tee In charge of the reof the bride. David Sensing and enn.
cording to USDA information.
•
Econcunic Research Service.
search 44-year-old fattier-oP- which was designed for
fsawyer were ushers and
.ace'
showed that middle-income
aree, Prof Dennis Lacy of
light the candles. Men in the
"'
them'
would Sai(I
take Prof
it If you can
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NBC Charged With
Lower Interest Rate Is Misrepresen
tation
Announced On USDA Loans In Documentary

l'HURSDAY-FEBRUARY 11, 1971

Daybook of America 17.1 C.u...„7niN
2).;441;11R.71
Although.
No. 17 -

Secretary . of Agriculture
Clifford M. Hardin Monday
annOunced a lower loan interest
rate and other changes in
L'SDA'S farm storage and drying
equipment loan program aimed

at making the program "more . The National Broadcasting
Market orientation is the key te 19:(L
the rocking chair deCradles with rockers had been known since
responsive to the needs of far- Company today was charged answering the emerging farm
Our soybean sales this year
the Middle Ages, but fitting bends to the
veloped concurrently in Engfeet of chairs apparently did not occur to
land and America, it became a fixed domesmers and to make possible with deliberate fakery and problems of the Seventies, ac- are expected to set a regard,
anyone before the 17th century. The first
tic institution across the Atlantic, where
reasonable expansion in on-the misrepresentation in connection cording to Carroll G. Brunthaver, Dimestic crushings and exports
manners were more relaxed and postures less
one in America was said to have been made
farm storage and drying with its presentationpf alleged a spokesman for ASCS, the farm each rose more than 100 million
about 1660 by n Massachusetts Bay colonist
inhibited than in Georgian and Victorian
largest
the
year,
capacity:
this
bushels
program
agency of the U. S.
documentary film on January 27
England," it is remarked by an eminent
for his invalid wife. Mr. Gloag suggests the
"It is possible to lower the loan entitled "Man's Thumb on Department of Agriculture.
increases on record. The
Innovation was delayed by the aura of digBritish architect and antiquarian, John
interest rate at this time,"
.eybeans used and exported in
The Chairman of the Calloway ,_.3
nity and superiority that surrounded chairs
Gloss, ii The Chair: Its Origins. Design and
Nature."
USDA officials explained, Alice Herrington, president of County Agricultural Stabilization 1968 were worth- 2.3 billion to
in medieval times and "long after forbade
Social History (pub. by A. S. Barnes & Co.
"because of the recent lowering Friends of Animals, Inc., accused and Conservation Committee, farmers. The value of the
any tampering with their static majesty."
President Abraham Lincoln could be credThe chair was indeed the seat of authority.
ited with making the rockir.g chair respecof the borrowing cost of money to NBC of representing film taken of 011ie C. Hall, commented that soybeans used or exported in 1969
Lesser folk sat on benches or stoole, below
table. Some official. visitors revealed to reCommodity Credit Corporation deer in Minnesota as portraying a farmers would be keenly in- was $2.8 billion. We extimate the
the dignitary, not on an equal level.
porters that the President had taken his
1CCC).
terested in the market projec- value for 1970 will be $3.6 billion."
American craftsmen forged ahead of Engease in a rocker while receiving them.
Mack M. Braly, Charolais "Under this program farmers situation existing In New Jersey
tions outlined by Brunthaver in a
lish furniture-makers in making good and
With this precedent before them, President
'Importer-Breeder of Ada, can secure CCC loans to purchase and asked the Federal Compractical rockers inexpensive enough for any
recent talk on farm programs
and Mrs. U.S. Grant had rocking chairs. The
Oklahoma and President of or contract on-farm storage and munications Commission to
Kentucky Turnpike Tolls,
home. They gave some labor-saving utility, as
First Lady could be seen rocking on the
and
policy.
is
It
investigate
foreseen
the
matter.
that
. Performance Registry In- drying facilities and to purchase
exemplified by one of many designs patented
Impro‘ements Under Study
porch of "Summer White House" in 1871.
demand for major U. S crops will
ternational, has just announced operating equipment. Such loans "This falsification was aimed
in the 1870s. The inventor rigged pulleys to
Governor
Nunn
recently
take
production
the
at
convincing
the
from
public," Miss
an
thelocation and dates of the 1971 have been available to eligible
a rocker so that a mother could both rock a
Alois Berney, of New York,
outlined
a
number
of
proposed
additional 20 million acres next
cradle and churn while sewing or darning.
had U.S. Patent in 1871 on
COnvention and Beef In- farmers since 1949, Through Herrington said,"that the deer in
highway
improvements
in the
year.
chair that could be transOf further interest for antique collectors:
• (Wiry Workshop. Prexy Braly calendar year 1970 there have the Great Swamp Wildlife Refuge
"Calloway County farmers are 1..euisville-to-Elizabethtown area
in New Jersey are now suffering
formed readily into cradle,
The Chair-1830 to Today, by Gilbert Frey
sap, "The BR! meeting is the been more than 316,000 of these
presently
under
study,
as
well
as
studying provisions of the new
as Indicated in these conI American Architectural Publishing Co.i.
arinual highlight of the Beef loans for a total of $516 million. because a planned one-day deer
a plan to continue collecting tolls
temporary illusImprovement Movement. I am With this aid farmers have kill ostensibly to reduce over- farm programs prior to signup,
trations in the
on the Kentucky Turnpike until
happy to announce the PR! Board constructed over 1.5 billion population was blocked by legal which begins March 1 and ends the 1990's
"Scientific Amerof Director's have unanimously bushels of grain storage action on the part of humane April 9,and becoming more and a The proposed
ican." The mag20-year exmore aware of how much more
azine declared It
accepted the joint in
of capacity. As of December 31, groups.
tenstiori of toll collections would
freedom
"The
have
viewing
they
audience
under
the
had
no
new
to be "perfect."
th South -Dakota Livestock 1970, repayments had reduced
negate the current agreement
Rikords Association and the the total of loans outstanding to way of knowing that the deer farm law," Mr. Hall said. "They between
the
U.S.
Bureau
of
shown in the NBC film was not are also realizing how closely
. Rapid City Clamber of Com- $146.3 million.
Roads and the state to cease
merce to meet in Rapid City, •'The changes are being made starving but simply terrified, and they must study the national and collections
when the highway's
South Kakota, on September 19, to asist farmers in more orderly that the locale was Minnesota world agricultural situation and construction
bonds are retired,
and not the Great Swamp in New market demand in order to make
and 21."
marketing of their commodities
probably in 1974.
the
wisest
decisions
in
Jersey."
planning
t.`1 have", continues Braly, by allowing them to hold their
The federal agency would have
Miss Herrington insisted that their crops."
•appkiinted Ray Meyer, of products and take better adUrban people as well as far- a concur before such a decision
&tem. South Dakota,convention vantage of market prices," the deer in the Great Wwamp are
could be finalized.
chairman. He will be assisted by USDA' officials said. "The not starving and charged that the mers, Mr. Hall said, have an
All Right.' Reniirrrd tointributcd hy King Frnturen Syndicate, Try.
Additional turnpike revenues
interest
narration
in
given
farm
by
policies.
NBC
"May
while
'IttCk" Crandall, of Rapid City, changes will also assist farmers
would
probably
be
used
for
other
SOUth Dakota and by Tom Burch, in keeping pace with new har- showing the disputed film have failed to realize that the
highway projects, particularly in Watterson Expressway to Outer Hollow Reservoir
area near the Smart seniors
of Mill Creek, Oklahoma. Glenn vesting,conditioning and storage. declared: " . . it is worse than tremendous production capacity
Loop, and to six lanes from Outer
the-Couisville area.
SALEM, Ore.(UPI)- From
of
American
useless
to
apply
agriculture
moral
principles
is
a
Tennessee line. ,
Baits, of the PRI staff, will work techniques," the Department
from a position of ignorance-or major national asset-one that.I Other projects under con- Loop soutb to the still un- --Making a four-land road of 200 to 300 senior citizens in
ci ly with the committee."
completed Jefferson Freeway.
said.
with a disregard for practical keeps us the best-fed Nation in sideration according to the
the remaining two-lane section of the state turn in their driver's
andall, the South Dakota
-Extending th turnpike
Through providing a larger consequences."
governor are:
the
world
at
the
lowest
real
U. S. 31-W between Ft. Knox and license each year because they
cost,
EXtension Livestock Specialist, storage capacity on his farm,
feel they can no longer drive
the
Widening
of the turnpike southeast from Elizabethtown to Elizabethtown.
The head of the humane con- and also an asset that can help
haS lead the state BCIA into first producer is less likely
to get
safely, the Motor Vehicles Divfrom four to eight lanes from the the Lake Cumberland-Dale
plire in volume of performance caught in a transportation bot- servation group, which has its produce a favorable balance of
ision says.
•
headquarters at 11 W.60 St., New trade for this country.
rt rds compiled. annually. For tleneck and need not
take a York City, contended that the
Tuining
to
market
reports and
s
ral years over 40,000 discount for lack of adequate
%k
fling weights and eight transportation at time of harvest, overall aim of the NBC film was projections,..,Mr. Halt quoted
YOUR OTASCC MAN SAYS...
(8.000) yearling weights the Department pointed out. to justify the annual massacre of directly from -Mr. Brunthaver,
seals carried out on the Pribilef ,who is Associate Administrator
have been recorded annually Following are the
program Islands by the J. S. Department of USDA's Agricultural
from over 400 ranches.
changes announced Monday:
of the Interior.
Stabilization and Conservation
Ray Meyer. one of America's
Lowers interest rate on loans "The Great
Swamp deer herd Service.
yating flying farmers, is to 50 cents per MOO or
fraction was dragged in," she said, "as a
Mr. Brunthaver said: "Total
ilferere,- ?resident of the Red thereof
per month or 6 percent crude analogy
designed to convey disappearance of U. S. wheat
AligUs ,Association of America annual rate
compared to 62,2 the idea that there is an
over- from July through September of
:101 President of the South cents or 7,2
percent annual; population of seals in
the Pacific. this year was the highest for any
I inkot a Livestock Records Increases maximum
loan or This is not the case. In fact, the U. three-month period
in history.
Ass at ion. Ray is also 2nd Vice outstanding aggregate
balance S. Department of the Interior has That is a most
significant
president of PRI and a com- from $25,000 to $35,000;
Removes not released new population development. Food
use conmittee chairman in Beef Ira- $5.000 loan
limit on drying estimates since a count
made in sumed 135 million bushels of
prov ent Federation.
equipment and , permits such
wheat last quarter; feed took 137
Burch, *nick member of loans to 85 percent of the net cost 1967.
laushels; exports totaled- 167
R father4on team, is 3rd up to $35,000; Removes "Even the title of .the film
Man's Thumb on Nature-is million bushels: and 22 million
esident of PM and a restrictions on
avrious items of misleading. The whole hour was went into seed. The grand total-former officer of the US Navy. equipment. Operating equipment
TOa was chairman of the highly essential to the practical aimed at glorifying the index. was 461 million bushels of wheat
miliressful 1970 PR! convention. operation of the storage or drying finger on the trigger and the in three months.
"We have projected the market
.Glenn Butts has served as unit may be included in a loan for bicep wielding the club."
The humane organization also demand for our major field crops
F ecutive Secretary during the storage or drying
equipment.
rs that PRI has developed an Loans may be made to add filed a complaint of unthical film- for this year. Then we translated
making on the part of NBC with this demand beck into the
o standhtg computerized essential equipment
to an
rmance testing and registry existing storage or drying; and the National Association of acreage needed to produce that
Broadcasters and asked for an amount of commodity.
vice and become a major data costs of foundations and
elec- investigation of the "fraudulent, "For corn, partly
because of
p cessor in the Beef Im- trical wiring may be included
in unbalanced portrayal."
corn blight, we expect to need the
vement movement.
the loan.
production from about 5.1 million
resident Braly concludes by
extra acres. We'll use the
mg, 1 can assure you that
Time trouble
NEW YORK (UPI) - It's production of 1.6 million more
committee will develop a
Hong Kong clouts gamesters
time watch repair companies sorghum acres, and another
I ly and fast moving program
HONG KONG (UPI)
minimized consumer ,.coin- million acres each of barley and
pertinent to Beef Imvement that every breeder Police prosecuted 35772 per- plaints, lays • the New York of oats. Soybean demand-is
d leader in the movement will sons for gambling offenses in Better Business Bureau. The strong this year. We expect to use
d it highly profitable to attend the first nine months of 1970, bureau said it received 1,148 the production of 5.8 million acres.
-consints. from Maltowners of beans more: than we
t meeting at Rapid City, South An increase of c,481.--over
corresponding period of last in 1%'); an increase of 33 per produced.
kota, on September 19, 20 and
year. Only horseracing and cent over the;previous year.
A sodbuster that trans"That totals a demand for
PLAN NOW. TO ATTEND."
mahjong, a Chinese table Equally high 'figures are ex- more than 20 million
forms gardening from a
crop acres
leaeP place this on your game. are legal
in the colony. pected from 1970, the bureau 'than was actually
back-breaking chore to
harvested in
1endar of events.
said.
a satisfying success! Tilling is tireless and your
soil will be just right for
planting. All this. . plus
fingertip control! 45-329-5
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Based
on
preliminary
estimates, waterborne commerce on the Cumberland River
again reached an all-time high in
1970, according to Col. John C.
Bell, district engineer of the
Nashville District, Corps of
Engineers, U. S. Army.
Total estimated tonnage for
1970 was 4,999,938, an eight
percent increase over 1969's total
of 4,629,588. Ton-mileage increased from 556,663,197 in 1969
to 562,839,337. A ton-mile is one
ton of freight hauled one mile and
is the best index for traffic
comparison.)
Leading the commodities list
for 1970 was limestone with
1,700,000 tons;
petroleum
products was second with 1,3050112 tons; and sand and gravel
was third with 1,116,550 tons.
Of more significance, according to Col. Bell, is the increase over the 1960 figures, just
a decade ago. Tonnage in 1970
showed an increase of 2,185,172
tons over 1960 and ton-miles
slowed an increase of 166,136,571.
He attributed this phenomenal
growth to the major improvements of the waterway,
mainly the completion of the
I3arkley Lock, and the opening of
the Barkley Canal, which is the
only free-flowing waterway in the
country connecting major lakeson two of America's principal
rivers.
• In 1960, the district engineer at
Nashville made the following
statement: -Based on predictions of shipping interests made
available to this office, commercial traffic on the Cumberland Ttiver is conservatively
estimated, to reach five million
tons by 1974, ten years -after
completion of navigation features
of the Barkley Project." Col. Bell
pointed out that in 1970, four
years short of the target date of
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Wall Street
Chatter
NEW YORK UPI)—It's far
too soon to be skeptical of the
current bull market's prospects,,Alarahain I* Co. says,
adding that the market is
strong and its driving power
seems capable of flattening all
opposition. Never-theless, over
the short-term, the financial
markets may have "to subsist
on either leaner fare or more
imagination" than in the recite
past, until the economy responds to the Nixon administration's efforts to restore confidence and stimulate consumer
buying.
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Dick
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1974, only 62 tons were needed to
reach the predicted five million
tons.
The Corps of Engineers has the
responsibility for administering
the laws enacted by the Congress
for the protection and preservation of all the navigable wat
and operates the navigation
facilities on the inland waterways
of the United States.

ve
Vimr; aporisNews; Winr.; Sports
:UU Nes;
Family Align'
:30 Flip Wilson
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:30
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FRIDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
Country
Mern4ne Shne•
CBS NewsJournal60
311 Serirn,no thew
Morning Watch
Today: 5cens -Todar-kAarnin, Watch
•21
:00 Today; Scene Today
,
antain Kangaroo
:30 Today
Mike DOuglas
"Ike Doug las
Dinah's Place
:30 Concenthiition
Mike Douglas
00 Sal. of Century
Mike Douglas
:31 Hollywood Souares Family Affair
11
00 Jeopardy
ove of Lite
• sr- :30 Who, Whet; News Where Heart Is

7 :le r

morning .0vatch

Real McCoys
Rohl Show
Bozo Show
lenyr Showy
Ronneler Room
Lucy
Beverly Hillbillies
Galloping Gourmet
That Girl
bewitched
-lazel, News

Sta4e's Revenue
Tops Estimates
9 00
Governor Nunn has announced
more money is corning into the
10
state treasury than was expected
a year ago, and he is rescinding
FRIDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
across-the-board spending cuts
:00 Noon
. Search for Tomorrow I•11 MY Cthioren
:30 Noon
News; Sing ConventionLet's Make • Deal
he ordered last August.
I
lie rio,.••, of Our Liven Is the World Turns Newlywed Game
Figures released by the
...10 Doctors
Guiding Light
Dating Game
41
00 World-Bay City
Department of Revenue last
Secret Storm
General Hospital
41. :30 Bright Promise
Fdge of Night
One Life to Live
week show General Fund
:00 World-Somerset
Gorher Pyle, USMC
Dark Shadows
:30 Tarran
F Treats
Gilligan' Island
receipts for the first six months of
:30 TarLan
Mout*:
Daniel Boone
the current fiscal year totaling
30 Wild Wild West
Daniel Boone
"They Came From
Sports
:00 West; Action News
News: Wthr
Beyond Space"
over $279.1 million, 6.9 per cent
.30 NBC Nightly News CBS gyernne Newt
ABC Evening NeWS
over last year and 2.3 per cent
FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
over the estimate of $272.9
e
:00 News; wthr.: Sots_ Neves. Wthr
Snort, Dick Van Dyke SIFIVA
• 30 They've Killed
Interns
Brady Bunch
million.
7
:00
President Lincoln Interns
Nanny IL the ProfeSN
:30 Name of the Game Andy Griffith
Revenue Commissioner J. E.
Partridge FarnilY
Q
:00 Name of the Game Movie:
That Girl
Luckett said the revenue
fla
:30 Name of the Game "Tickle Me"
Odd Couple
estimate for the entire fiscal year
O
:00 Strange Report
Love, American Style
Moyle
-30 Strange Report
Love, American Style
Movie
has now been revised upward to
Sao,. News; Wthr.; Scoots
10 10 T
N:700
"r.;"N. lat.eirwysMaWthr
Moyle:
$560 million, a $7 million increase
"Ronne Adventure"
Perry Mason
over the July 31 estimate.
Movie
1.1 To
Movie:
Luckett pointed to three
taxes—sales and use, individual
income and inheritance and
estate—as providing the boost in
revenues over what was expected.
He said steady consumer
buying coupled with a continued FRANKFORT,
Ky.—Gov. any wider gap between governrise in prices produced sales tax Louie B. Nunn announced today ment and young leaders in
receipts some $2 million over the (Feb. 5) the appointment of Dr. Kentucky."
estimate, while the income taxes Robert Sexton as director of
Sexton is a graduate of Yale
withheld totaled over $66 million, Student
Academic University and received his M. A.
and
or $4 million over the estimate. Programs.
and Ph. D. degrees from the
The 29-year-old Louisville University of Washington .tri
native, who is on leave as Seattle.
He has taught history aid
assistant professor of history at
Murray State University, will English in secondary school, and
MINNEAPOLIS (UPI) - A
administrative respon- worked for the administration of
blade of grass has no moving have
Yale University, the Peace Corp
parts, yet an average home sibility for state government
lawn will release enough oxy- academic programs including training program and Upward
gen to supply the daily re- the Frankfort Administrative Bound.
quirements of the average U.S. Intern Program, the Legislative Secton joined the faculty of
Intern Program, and various Murray State University in 1968
family.
"brainstorming" sessions and
Dr. James R. Watson, chief
POSSIBLE WEAPONS
educational seminars.
agronomist for Toro Manu— Police
Commenting on the selection of ROME_
-rtUon, proctu
lactun :Corpo
Sexton, the governor said, "Since searched the Rome University
campus Monday and seized 220
yes su1i taking office, I have asked a
perozva-Ir number of 'outstanding yoting' pounds of stones, sticks alio
cetyl nitrate, and hydrogen people to assume leadership roles iron bars stored in the School of
fluoride from the air. In place in Kentucky state government. Letters. A police spokesman
of these pollutants. it gives These individuals are making a said they were possible milsignificant contribution by pons in right-left clashes There
off pure oxygen.
preventing the development of were no arrests.

Sexton Named Director Of
tudent and Academic Programs

Pretend
„It's Summer
Pretend it's hot. Humid.
Muggy. Get in the mood to

buy your Coolerator Air
Conditioner now. If you buy
now, you will save money.
If you buy now, you will have
a wide selection of models
from which to choose. If you
buy now, you will have plenty

of time to have your Coolerator
Air Conditioner installed before
the first hot day. Buy now, cool
later. But hurry! Pre-season
discounts are for pre-season
only. And tire-season is now!

Mod. H510E
Mod. A91CF
Mad. 142MX
Mod. 172CR_
Mod 202CR
Mod. 233CR
Mod. 263CR

SAVE 30%
BY BUYING EARLY!
Save on this
Take-Home Coolerator
Model Now!
Take it with
you! This
Coolerator lake.
Home model
fits in the
car, is easy
trunk of your
to handle
and install.
You can
put it in
place in
the only
tool you
minutes;
need is a
sc
rewdriver.

There are signs of temporary
overheating in the market and
a consolidation phase or some
correction of recent gains
would come as no surprise,
according to Standard & Poor.
This would be a healthy
development, and would represent no more than an interruption of-4- basic uptrend, the
company adds.
A stalemate seems to be
developing between heavyp'raft
taking and still heavy buying by
those who either missed the
advance or have large cash
positions, E. F. Hutton notes.
Thus, while volume is running
at record high levels, both early
session
setbacks
and
the
advances that follow
are
limited in scope, it adds.
Traders apparently have been
looking for overly depressed
issues retarded by year-End tax
selling and for groups not
affected by long-term profit
taking as a result of large gains
over the precedin six months,
Harris, Upham di Co. says.
When the pace of the advance,
still intact at the end of
January, dies out and simple
uptrends falter7the market will
be headed for a rest or
correction, the company observes.
Roomy garage

•

NEW Yl1RK (UPI) - When
shopping for that dream home
inake sure the garage is large
enough to hold not only the
Ismili a las) but all other fins..
Ildlaileous equipment a mu&
-ttreffltr
rrn
sts.,1k7 .

iittcri.il Its thi•
kolerican
4111111C11 trt• itelittog titi• modem
itllllle Wit er get the
house (or .Isis -ritzliar,2E;artges,...
a-Aorairt.
'
gardening implements. etc

APOLLu 14 WIVES jubilate at the Lakewood Yacht Club near the Space Center in
Houston as ihey await homecoming of their Moon mission husbands. From left •
Mrs. Louise Shepard, Mrs. Joan Roosa and Mrs. Louise Mitchell.

Don't you think it would be bad if your air conditioner broke down
for job seekers
WASHINGTON (UP I):
The Labor Department has
offered to pay bonding fees
for any job seeker who,
regardless of cause, is refused an employment bond
by commercial sources.
That means that any person who can't get a bond
from a bonding company
because of a criminal record, shonorable military
discharle, bad credit rating
dr-for-any -other reason call-nov*4o to t6 government
for relief if the bond is all
that stands between _him
and a job
The only- stipulation is
that the applicant must he
nualified for the niob, and

the employment must be
full time and steady. Also
once a person defaults under the program, he would
not be eligible for another.
bond without speciaj exception.
MOST JOBS requiring
the handling of money and
many that involve responsibility for supplies and
equipm'ent require bonds
that would cover any losses
due to 'theft by the ememploye,
raTia-15-e-Partment officials said the new program
is an extension of an experiment begun in 1906 in
four cities, mainly for exconvicts. The ,project gradually was extended to 51
cities hind six stales and
was so siteces4ful" Nlatumvi •
01' Administrator Paul. Pas-

ser decided to make 11 ie
program ,available to anyone refused a bond required to get a fol.
FASSER SAID 2645 per-,
sons, most of them former
prison inmates, were bonded during the ettperimental
program in amounts ranging from $500 to $10.000,
and only 35 claims were
paid by the bonding firm,
United Bonding Co. of Indiana, which has a contral t to isstrE the bonds pi'
chased by the governmeni
United- Bonding initially .
charged $42 a year for ea(-h
$1000 worth of bond. hut
after three years the ite.
fauli rate was% sot low -the
en Cli a Ti y reduced the
ehirge to $16.60: Fasscr
said.

in the heat of summer and you couldn't get anyone to fix it? That will
never happen at Ward-Elkins, because they carry a full line of parts and
employ servicemen IA time.
IF YOU BUY NOW WARRANTY WILL NOT START UNTIL JUNE 10, 19712t
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Murrayans Are
Winners For
Horse Shows

Drake Cutini Completes
ourse At Ft Benning

Cook Speaks
At Paducah
On Wednesday

(Continued From Page Onel
(Continued From Page Onei
people of France raised funds tor
Police barricaded off the
the statue and it was designed by
25,000 homes near the dam, but
Frederic Auguste Bartholdi. The
allowed some residents to
original ides of making the
return on P'--hour passes for
presentation as a gesture of.
friendship was that of Edouard emergency purposes. These
de Laboulaye, French historian ranged from feeding pets and
and admirer of American getting money to a young
woman who said she needed
political institutions.
her birth control pills.
Sixteen persons were arrestWork was started in 1874 and the ed, several for looting and
statue finally completed and burglary, by the police patrolling every intersection.
erected in 1886.
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Combs Intensifies Attack
On Ford Wednesday Night

Ft. Benning, Ga. ( AHTNCi—
A twa car collision was investigated by the Murray Police Army Second Lieutenant, Drake
DepaXt Wednesday at 7:36 S. Cutini, 22, son of Mr. and Mrs.
'Dee"
Huddleston
of
By Herb Sparrow
8.111.
orth 12th Street. No Albert M. Cutini, 895 Rochester
Elizabethtown, and others
Three Murray couples attended
LEXINGTON,
(
Road,
Route
UP!)—
KY.
Oxford
Mich.,
1,
PADUCAH, Ky. (UPI)--(lett. injuries were listed on the report
the Mid-South Horse Show
recently completed a nine-week 'The weather may have been a publicly identified with Forth's
Marlow W. Cook, R-Ky.,
filed by the officers,
campaign.
Association meeting held at the
Paducah Rotary Club W
lovolved were a 1963 Pontiac infantry officer basic course at chilling 20 degrees, but the
Combs'assault on Ford was his
Holiday Inn, Jackson, Tenn., the
Democratic
guvernatorial
race
S.
the
Infantry
Army
School,
U.
that he is afraid the Nixon Ad- four door wagon driven by Dan
strongest
since the tyo became
past weekend. Honors were
Wednesday
Benning,
was
Ga.
night as
hot here
ministration's federal revenue- Brock Edwards of Murray and a Ft.
opponents for the Democratic
presented to the Murrayans.
Combs
entered
former
Cutini
Bert
the
Gov.
in
Lt.
Army
insharing
plan
will become a 1964- Mercury four door sedan
Craig Banks received the "best
tensified his attack on his op- nonunation.
partisan issue.
driven by William Truman Smith October 1970.
He also charged that Ford's
sportsmanship" award of the
primary,
A 1966 graduate of Lakeview ponent in the May
"I would consider it a disaster of 741 Murray Court, Murray.
current
campaign slogan,
year and won the five gaited
if party politics became an ob- Police said both cars were High School, St. Clair Shores, he Leiutenant Gov. Wendell Ford. "Fighter for
championship on his horse,
the People," is "the
Addressing
than
more
received
2,900
degree
B.
1970
A.
his
in
stacle to intelligent discussion going south on North 12th Street
most humerous claim in KenThomas Banks was the
Tour By Offielab
Central
Kentucky
Democrats at a
at Murray State University.
recipient of the reserve chamVice President Spiro T. and debate of this vital question," with Smith in the center lane and His wife, Carol, lives on Route Combs fund raising dinner, the tucky politics."
Edwards in the outside lane.
pionship in the "roadster class" Here's the poem by Emma Agnew,-.Gov. Ronald Reagan, Cook said in his speech here.
former governor charged that "That's like putting boxing
He called the revenue-sharing Smith pulled over into the outside 1, Kirksey.
with his horse, "Vicksburg Lazarus which is engraved on a Sen. John V. Tunney and Yorty
trunks on Mickey Mouse and,
Ford left most of his current
plaque on the statue.
Junior"
calling him Muhammad All,"
visited the worst of the quake proposal "a timely and vital lane and collided with the left
platform
"lying
the
floor
the
on
of
program
which
could
reshape
our front of the Edwards car, acdisaster scenes Wednesday.
Venezuela is the largest oil Senate Rules Committee during Combs quipped.
Talmadge Tutt won the reserve
government and resolve the cording to the police report.
He charged that although
Agnew said the damage was
producer
in South America. the 1970 General Assembly."
champion harness pony with "THE NEW C0111SSUS
much grater than he had fiscal crisis now facing our states
* * *
"Hollywood's Doll" citvned by
Combs referred to an election Ford's platform advocates strict
and
governments."
local
Oliver Cherry, and won the "Not like the brazen giant of expected—"almost incredible."
reform bill, which called for the strip mining standards, "not a
-To refer to revenue sharing as
About 40 per cent of the
"It's like picking up a pile of
reserve championship for Greek fame,
election
of precinct officers on single bill was introduced in the
a federal program is a
earth's oxygen is produced
1970 legislature on strip mining.
roadster pony with "Mr. Cando" With conquering limbs astride matches," said heavy equip- misnomer," the Kentucky
primary
election day, and an
by growing forests and other
ment contractor Nils Oberg,
Combs also referred to his
owned by Tutt.
environmental
control
bill.
Both
Republican
said. "Revenue
from land to land:
green land plants.
Mrs. Joe Shelton of Paris, Here at our sea-washed, sunset describing the VA hospital sharing would be a co-operative Federal State Market News
died in the Rules Committee, of opponent as a "paper pugilist, a
Service February 11, 1971
rescue work. "When the potenTenn., won the chadtpionship fine gates shall stand
which Ford was a member by punchiess prorni.ser with both
program, bringing all the
arms tied behind him by special
harness pony with her pony A mighty woman with a torch, tial for survivors still exists, resources of federal, state, Kentucky Purchase Area Hog US 2-4 190-240 lbs. 819
.50-20.00; virtue of his position as President interests." He alleged that
Market Report Includes I(
you've got to be oh so very
named •'Top Flight".
US
2-4. 240-260 lbs. 119.0Q-19.50; of the Senate.
county, and local governments Buying Stations
whose flame
These awards were given for is imprisoned lighting, and her careful."
US 3-4 260-280 lbs. 818.50-19.00; The former governor also said among those "Special Interesis"
together in a monumental effort Receipts: Act. 897
Crane
Est.
90(
operator
Sam
Thomphe entries in the horse shows in name
Sows
four of the remaining six is J. R. Miller, a public utilities
to improve the quality of life for Barrows and Gilts 25
low Sows US 1-2
executive from Owensboro who
the Mid-South area during the Mother of Exiles. From her son, who worked 19 straight every American."
270-350 lbs. $15.75-16.75; members of the committee insteady to 25c higher
hours, said "I go as quickly as
was chairman of the Democratic
year 1970.
US
cluded
1-3
Ford's
campaign
300-550
lbs.
Cook
he
beacon-hand
said
is
a
co-sponsor
Of
814.75-15.75:
State Central Committee until
Attending were Mr. and Mrs. Glows world-wide welcome; her I can, yet steady, and I never the General Revelme-Sharin
1-3
US
200-240
lbs.
US
$20.00-20.50;
chairman,
stat?
2-3
Walter
Sen.
450-650
lbs.
$13.75-14.75.
g Act
stop because there may still be
last June.
Thomas Banks, Mr. and Mrs. mild eyes command
of 1971, which Was introduced in
Craig Banks, and Mr. and Mrs. The air-bridged harbor that twin people alive. What's down there the Senate this week by Sen.
is the most important thing and
Talmadge Tutt,' all of Murray. cities frame.
Howard Baker, R-Tenn.
Craig Banks is the manager "Keep ancient lands, your stories there's nothing else on my
Kentucky's junior senator
and trainer for Plainview Stables pomp!" cries she
noted that toal expenditures by
The
rescuers
haven't
found
of Murray, owned by Thomas With silent lips. "Give me your
anyone alive in the hospital state and local governments
Banks. Mrs. Shelton shows her tired, your poor.
increased from $21 billion to $11,9
horses through the Plainview Your huddled masses yearning to under the "three floors of billion from 1948 to 1969, while
compressed concrete" since
Stables.
total revenues rose from $20
breathe free,
Tutt has his pony and the The wretched refuse of your Tuesday afternoon.
billion to $98 billion during the
Cherry pony at his home on the teeming shore
same period.
Old Benton Road.
•'Revenues are most efficiently
Send these, the homeless, tern- Michael Duffy Completes
pest-tost to me.
collected at the federal level, but
more efficiently employed at the
I lift my lamp beside the golden Eight-Week Army Course
door!"
state-and local levels," Cook said.
Ft. Bliss, Tex. i AHTNC)—
Army Private Michael R.
Duffy, son of Mr. and Mrs. Reed
Duffy, Route 5, Marion, Ky.,
recently completed an eightweek Army Air Defense
Continued From Page Onei
operations and intelligence
The case of Melvin Smith vs.
the estate of Elmo Harmon is Trooper Stephenson that Broach assistant course at Ft. bliss, Tex. GEORGETOWN, Ky. (UPI
Pvt. Duffy entered the Army in The Scott County Grand Jury
being heard today in the did not appear to check the speed
Calloway County Circuit Court of his car as he approached the August 1970 and completed basic Wednesday returned criminal
indictments against the City of
with Judge James M. Lassiter railroad crossing. The witnesses training at Ft. Kniix, Ky.
presiding.
were in two cars headed east who The 24-year-old soldier, a 1964 Lexington on pollution charges,
had stopped at the railroad graduate of Crittenden County the second such grand jury laHigh School, Marion, received a dictment to be returned agailt
Records show that this case crossing, Stephenson said.
involves
an
automobile
Trooper Stephenson said Bachelor of Science degree in Lexington in the past month. '
motorcycle conj.-jon that oc- Broach was brought
-Ai! the 969 from Murray State Lexingoun—Mayor Charles
curred on Sunday, October 26, hospital by a .1. H. Churchill niversity.
Wylie and the four Lexington city
1969, near Green Plain Church of ambulance and that the car was His wife, Marlene lives at 1205 commissioners were charged
Christ. Smith was allegedly in- towed away by the Thweatt W. Main St., Murray.
with polluting the Town Branch
jured in the collision and Harmon -Wrecker Service, U. S. Highway
Creek and the Cane Run Creek.
died, reportedly from a heart North, near Almo Heights.
Lexington has sewage plants an
attack, in his car about Po hours This railroad crossing does not
both creeks, whick flow into Scott
later.
County..
have an electronic sign, but
The Jessamine County Grand
The case of Laird Brick vs. warnings are posted at the
Jury took similar action last
Owen was not heard in Circuit crossing.
month, charging the City of
Two persons were fatally inCourt on Wednesday.
Federal State Market News Lexington with polluting West
jured
in
a
car
and
train
collision
Larry Wayne Dillard entered a
Service
Hickman Creek through its
on
plea of guilty of larceny of an at the same crossing
Tuesday February 9 Murray, Gainesway Treatment Plant.
Where space is a problem Westinghouse has .
The complete full automatic home laundry has alt:
December
24,
1965.
They were
automobile in Circuit Court on
Ky.
The Scott County Body charged
Mrs.
Labartha
-Smith
Kay
and
Wednesday, according to the
the answer. Space Mates are ideal for installation the cycles you need for washing and drying any
Murray Livestock Market: that the city's main sewage
office of Circuit Court (Jerk her three year old son, Maurice -Livestock weighed on arrival.
treatment plant on Town Branch
fabric including Permanent Press. This means
Smith,
Ray
age
who
three,
were
in a bathroom, utility room, even a closet,
James Blalock and County AtCattle this week 33
Creek flows throughout the
.._
killed
9:40
at
a.m.
Christmas
on
no more ironing.
torny Sidney Easley. His senNot enough livestock in any one county and was a„„hazard to
Eve
in
1965.
tence has not been made as yet
grade to test the market. Light livestock. The- town pumping
and he is now in the Calloway
run due to inclement weather. station, located - On Cane Run
On Dean's List
County jail.
Creek, allegedly allows raw
Cases scheduled for Friday are
The C,m4itution of bobs sewage to enter the City of
Miss Mary Janice Morton,
Latimer vs. Youngblood; conldaughter .c4 Mra. Bob Morton of became effective. Jan. 26, Georgetown's water supply.
cerning an automobile accident,
Murray Route Seven, was named 1950.
Scott County Attorney Virgil
and Commonwealth of Kentucky to
*
*
Pryor said Lexington officials
the dean's list at Murray State
vs. Gerald Miller, removing
University. She is a sophomore
Sheep are tclieved to bay!. are to appear Feb. 19 in Scott
mortgage property from the state
majoring
County Circuit Court on the
in
elementary been first tamed in western
of Kentucky.
pollution charges.
education and English.
Asia.

Purchase Area
Hog Market

ONLY WESTINGHOUSE PUTS A

Circuit Cot,,rt
Hearing Wreck
Case Today

City Of Lexington
Charged—Pollution

,tu

Federal State
Market Report

The Westinghouse
Space Mates

A full,sized completely Automatic
Washer and matching Electric Dryer

Washer
Has—water
temperature
selection
including 3 just right for
permanent press, adjustable water saver
control, handy loading
door, stop 'N Soak timer,
Look 'N Spin safety door,
Self cleaning lint filter,
uses only half as much
bleach and detergent as
other washers,sues far less
hot water too.

VALENTINE MOVIE

Dryer Has—No
guess
work, Automatic dry
control, Permanent Press
cycles, 3 temperature
selection,
Porcelain
basket. Convenient . lint
trap, Balanced air flow
drying system, operates on
either 115V or 230V.

Now Only

In February...
your locallederal Savings and Loan Branch completes
its 2nd year
of community service. Your entire family is invited
to attend the award-winning
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FOR F

FURNISHED G
apartment. Thre
bath, near court
753-8175.

FURNISHED ST1
bedroom apart
merman Apartme
Street. Phone 753-E

EXTRA NICE
furnished apartn
from University
per month. Coupl
753-9135 or 753-4471
) HOUSE FOR Ren
Phone 753-7850.

TRAILER, EXT
carpeted, two bed
heat, air condita
extra nice furnitu
couple and one chi
nthly. Referen
uired. Phone
:00 p.m.

CE FURNISHF
droom apartn
ly. May be seen
Control, located
Street.

12x50 HOUSE
University. Fur:
.753-3895 or 753-348:

.
1:1NE ROOM for
Private entrance.
8870.

FURNISHED U
bedroom apartrr
ditioped. Water
furnished. Cour
Phone 753-6850 aft
Fl2C

NICE NEWLY c
‘• home, fully car
heat, air conditi
large fenced ba
located. Availab
Phone 753-6425 cL
nights.

!

TWO BEDROOM
home, furnished (
Couple or small fa
limits. Please cal
6:00p.m.
- :.FURNISHED T
apartment. Phone
BEAUTIFUL V/
Apartment, 2 be
room, kitchen, uti
Carpeted. Air Con
washer, refrige
garbage disposal.
Westview Nursi
South 16th St. Phon

;-MODERN TWO t
electric heat and f
z -with two acres of 1
from Murray. 1
;house trailer and
;over payments of
IrPhone 753-8414
LOST & F
LOST:
BLAC'
Schnauzer, answi
Konig t Kurnig),
753-7931.
NO7

r=3I
EXCLUSI

"ISLAND OF THE BLUE DOLPHINS"
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 13th - 1:00 and 3:00 p.m.
* CAPRI-CHERI THEATRES
FREE DRAWING for a box of Valentine Candy!
tickets available at our office.
Doors will be open at 1230 p.m.
Murray Branch
Hopkinsville)tifirafSo/vines I
Loan Assa,Fiatian
304E Main
Murray
753-7921

Available In:
White, Avocado, Goldtone
and Coppertone
Open Fri. Night Iii 8:00

Open Anytime by Appointment

"We Service What We Sell"
_Located in the
DOWNTOWN SHOPPING CENTER

CA

V 11, 11171
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FOR RENT

AUTOS FOR SALE

FURNISHED GROUND floor
goiertment. Three rooms and
WS, near court square. Phone
-7534175.
TFC

MAKE THE SOUND MOVE TO
NEW DATSUN TRADE-INS
1967 MERCURY Cougar XR-7- ---'1,625.00
power steering, V-8 automatic, vinyl roof, extra sharp car

EXTRA NICE one bedroom
furnished apartment, 1,2 block
from University campus. $90.00
per month. Couples only. Phone
753-9135 or 753-4478.
F13C

1968 DODGE Coronet RI---- ---'1,695.00
V-8 automatic, power steering anti brakes, red, sharp
411-

HOUSE FOR Rent, Lynn Grove.
Phone 753-7850.
F13NC

1968 FORD Cortina
red, good sound car

1965 CHEVELLE
'895.00
4 door sedan, 6 cylinder, automatic transmission, real
nice car
1970 FORD Maverick
)
1,795.00
2 door, red, sharp car

5 HP TILLER, powered by LOST:
SMALL
brown
Briggs and Stratton, $161.92. Dachshund, stocky, part of one
Other models available. Mon- eaL missing. Lost in vicinity of
tgomery Ward, 510 Main Street, Cherry Corner. Answers to name
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753- of Bebe. Please call 753-2676 if
1966.
FI5C found.
TFC
•
NOTICE
12 x 55 MOBILE home, two
bedrooms. Gas heat. Phone 7537270 after 4:30p.m.
Fl1C

1969 DATSUN
. four door, 4 speed, radio, extra clean

FURNISHED UPSTARIS one{
bedroom apartment, air' conditioped. Water and cablevision
furnished. Couple preferred.
Phone 753-6850 after 5:00 p.m.
Fl2C

1965 FORD

Mustang
-----'825.00
convertible, 6 cylinder automatic, clean car

1E00845.00

TWO-BEDROOM 1969 Mobile
home. 12 X 50, Carpeted. Like
new. Phone 753-4916. after 4:00
FIIC
P-m•

'1,395.00

HAY FOR sale. Phone 435-4042 or
"-See Otto Chester, Lynn
Grove.
Fl2P

* SPECIALS *

1964_Vil_1111.5
Radio.

i

xtra, extra sharp!

1968 CHEVY Van
b cylinder, straight drive, like new

TWO BEDROOM nice modern
home, furnished or unfurnished.
Couple or small family. Near city
limits. Please call 753-5209 after
6:00 p.m.
F13C

* TRUCKS *
1969 DATSUN Pickup
20,000 miles, almost new

• FURNISHED TWO bedroom
apartment. Phone 382-2299. F13C

--- '1,495.00

1962 CHEVROLET Pickup %OM Now 1750.00
• ton,6 cylinder , excellent shape for this model

OF

cf.

Lassiter.McKinney

I

DATSUN

Open Evenings Till 8:00

604

SERVICES OFFERED

LOST:
BLACK and white
FOR ALL your home alterations,
Schnauzer, answers to name of
repairs, remodeling, etc., new or
.Konig tKurnig I, if found phone
old. Free estimates. Call 753-6123.
753-7931.
FI1C
February 15NC
NOTICE

NOTICE

DISTRIBUTED
EXCLUSIVELY

So.

12th

TIRES

CAIN & TAYLOR
Corner of 6th & Main
Phone 753 5862

WINTER RANGER
MOO

DEEP -CLEAT

SNOW TIRE
WHOLESALE
AND
RETAIL

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Ph. 525-1415
Ph. 256-5847

NOTICE

WANTED TO RENT or lease •
either a 2 story house or a 1 story
house with basement. Must be in
good condition, Large rooms
preferable, with yard space
highly desirable, in or near city
limits of Murray call 753-8658 or
753-4646
TFC

HOSPITAL
INSURANCE
Per
Room sq
Benefit
Day
Free Information

McCONNELL

i

Street

Murray, Kentucky

STILL ON strike after ten
months. Teamsters local number
236, Paducah, Kentucky, at the
Paschall Truck Lines, Inc.
Murray,Kentucky.
F12C

AKC REGISTERED Collie
puppies. Phone 753-7484 after 4:30
FI6C

Quality Cattle From The Top Herds In
West Kentucky and West Tennessee ltc

THINK SPRING-plant Pecan
trees now. New shipment of large
papershells just arrived. Also
SERVICES OFFERED
look over our large selection of
dwarf and regular fruit trees.
WILL DO typing in my home or
Virgin's Nursery, Union City•
experienced
office,
your
Fulton Hwy. I just a mile out. of
753-8104,
Phone
stenographer.
City) Phone 885-1851 or OP
FlIC Union
after 3:30p.m.
F13(
,
0396.
ANYONE INTERESTED in
32 PIGS, weight range 30-45 lbs.
taking advanced bridge phone Approximately $10.00 apiece.
FM'
Tracy 753-4602.
Also good set of dehorners. Phone
F13C
489-2251.
QUALIFIED BAKER needs
work. Also farm or restaurant MAPLE TABLE and four
Fl3P chairs. Phone 489-2316.
F13C
erk. Phone 767-4409

WILL GIVE organ lessons COPPERTONE STOVE and
Phone 753-8080 after 5;00 p.m.
refrigerator. Excellent condition.
FI7C
F16C
Phone 489-2651.
FURNITURE REFINI-IING.
All work guaranteed. Free
WANTED TO BUY
pickup and delivery. Free
estimate. Antique or natural
moo.
finish. Jerry McCoy,753-3045.
February20NC WAN1"TO buy one or more acres
un--Highway 94 East, close to
HELP ItAmja.,_
•
I
ky Lake Write P ofloik
664, Murray Ky., 42971, giving
Gout) OPPORTUNITY for price, acreage,etc.
Fl6P
ambitious man, must have panel
truck or van. Phone 753-7418 for WANT TO BUY locust posts.
appointment
FIIC Phone 489-2510.
Fl2P
_
- WAITRESSES, STEADY work,
highest pay on lake, plus extra
good tips. Kentucky Lake Lodge
Restaurant on Highway 68 at
I ••-•,, iAurcTra.Phone-4-74-f2Sg: • F13C

WANTED YOUR green stamp
books to trade for my treasure
stamp books. Phone 753-8476
after 5:00pam.
F12C

12:00 Noon, CST

WANT TO buy; logs and standing
titnber. 41so have for sale lumbPr
and sawdust. Murray Saw Mill
ilaii-lossalser_ Co..Pbons4113447
'TF('

I
I
I

si

Banking Computers To
Show Where Money Isn't
Banking Commissioner E. G.
Adams recently said his
department is developing a
computerized information
system for banks and related
establishments.
He said the system will show
where the money is-or is not-in
all
financial institutions in
Kentucky. It will be the first such
state setup in the nation, according to Adams.
The system would give the total
credits outstnading to
all
chartered institutions and make
possible a comparison of 15
separate development districts in
the state.
Adams said the computerized
setup would enable his agency to
find out which areas of the.state
need more money, and if investors could be recruited, might
lead to reversing the trend of
depopulation.
He stressed the necessity of
creating an inter-relationship
between savings institutions and
the process of industrial growth

Fewer births
in Hong Kong
HONG KONG (UPI) - The
AS OF February 8, 1971 I am no number of births registered in
longer responsible for any debts Hong Kong during the fiscal
other than my own
year 1969-70 was 79,329, lowest annual figure since 1953.
Deaths also were lower, totalBillie Raspberry
Fl1C ing 18,730, a decrease of 589
from the preceding fiscal year.

26 Bulls-most of service age

If

I
I

I

CARD OF'THANKS
WE WANT to express our appreciation for the many acts of lnsurance
753-4199
kindness shown us when we lost Agency
our home by fire. Everyone has
been so kind. We cannot reach
each one personally, so let this be MODERN TVifil bedroom house,
our way of saying "Thank-You". electric heat and hardwood floors
Harold, Mary,and Kim Bynum. with two acres of land. Two miles
IT? from Murray. Will trade for
house trailer and someone take
NOTICE
over payments of $50.00 monthly.
Phone 753-8418.
F12C

49 Females-open antbred heifers, cols & calves

LOST BRIGHT carpet colors.
.restore them with Blue Lustre
Rent electric shampooer $1.
Western Auto, "Home of The
F13C
Wishing Well."

I

I

Ted Delaney I
Circulation
MY BROTHER and I would like ELECTROLUX SALES & qe•rto rent crop land in the Lynn vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M. •
I
Manager
1
Grove or Coldwater district. Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarPhone 435-5501 or 435-4592. F15C mington, Kentucky.
t.
ih St
02 N .
March 5C .
L 1.
WANTED TO RENT

HORNED and POLLED
75 Lots - 85 Head .

4020 JOHN DEERE Tractor and
equipment, 530 Case Tractor, 45
John Deere Combine, 67 Dodge 2
ton truck with grain bed. Phone
Fl3P
753-1977.

I
I

Ph. CH1-3140

TWO END tables, coffee table,
$20.00. Queen size box springs
and mattress, $35.00. Phone 7538000.
F I 2C

WILL BABYSIT in my home full 1962 PONTIAC. Phone 753-2358.
Fl7C
time or part. Phone 767-4409.F13P

SAF T BHT

MEMPHIS, TENN.
NASHVILLE, TENN.

ATTENTION BOYS!!

LEDGER
&
I ....Tbe
I TIMES is now taking ap.plications for carrier
11 routes. In order to update
, our files, boys who placed
an application over three
months ago should come to
I the office and reapply.
Several routes are now
be filled
open and
immediately.
Apply in person to:

- DIRECT SERVICE -

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 20th

7-,

I

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY

_
ALSO SEE THE COMPLETE LtNE
NEW 1971 DATSUNS"

rs mom ow mom mil um

KENTUCKY LAKE HEREFORD
ASS'N SALE

WHEAT STRAW-50c per bale.
See Dan Shipley. Phone 753Fl3P
2878.

We hove many other fine used
cars to select from!

NOTICE

NOTICE

2nd ANNUAL

1964 DODGE Dart_G.T.--93+00 Now '650.00
2 door hard top, 6 cylinder, automatic

it NICE NEWLY decorated brick
home, fully carpeted, electric
_heat.. Air_ conditioned. Carport,
large fenced back yard. Wen
located. Available March lAtt
Phone 753-6425 days or 753-4962
F12C
nights

LOST & FOUND

'795.00

* ECONOMY LANE *

.
ONE ROOM for college boy.
Private entrance. Phone 7538870.
FliC

1957 GMC TRUCK. 1963
Chevrolet Impala four door
Cheap. Can be seen at 512 Rear
South 12th.
•
Fl1P

1968 BSA Motorcycle, 250 cc, 2500 REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
miles. Call 753-7342 after 4 p.m.
F20C BY OWNER: Four bedroom
brick house, 1612 Loch Lomond
LADIES DRF-SSES, pant dresses Drive, one block South of
and suits. Sizes range from'10 to Robertson School on quiet dead12. Phone 753-7511.
F11C end street. Large paneled family
room, birch kitchen with builtFRIGIDAIRE, LIKE new. ins, 11,2 baths, central heat and
Tappan gas range, abut like new. air, fully carpeted, completely
Westinghouse window air con- redecorated. Two stall garage
ditioning unit. Odds and ends of and 25'X 30' patio with brick wall.
furniture. To settle an estate. Reason for selling, building next
Phone 753-3230.
F11C door. $29,500. Call 753-7683 for
appointment.
F12P
SL-5 REMINGTON chain saw.
Phone 492-8614.
F11C
LOST & FOUND

1967 FORD Country Sedan Wagon vv '1,395
V-8 automatic, steerine. luggage rack, 9
passenger
1967 CAMERO R.S.
'1,695.00
V-8 automatic steering, 327 Cu. engine, red with
black vinyl top

12x50 HOUSE trailer, near
University. Furnished. Phone
753-3895 or 753-3482.
F16C

MODERN TWO bedroom house,
electric heat and hardwood floors
with two acres of land. Two miles
from Murray. Will trade for
house trailer and someone take
over payments of $50.00 monthly.
F I 2C
Phone 753-8414

REMOVE CARPET paths and
spots; fluff beaten down nap with
Blue Lustre. Rent shampooer
$1.00 Big K.
F13C

1962 CADILLAC38,000 actual miles. extra sharp for this model
1966 CHEVY Impala
'1,395.00
convertible. V-8 automatic, steering, extra clean
1966 CHEVY Impala
'1,495.00
2 door hard top. steering, automatic, 39,000 actual miles,
This car is new!
1966 DODGE Dart
'995.00
4 door sedan, 6 cylinder automatic, local

TRAILER, EXTRA nice; 6dly
carpeted, two bedrooms, electric
•` beat, air conditioned, color TV
extra nice furniture. Suitable for
couple and one child. Rent $100.00
inonthly. Reference and deposit
required. Phone 753-7358 after
4:00p.m.
TFC
fl NICE FURNISHED one and two
bedroom apartments, couples
-only. May be seen at Kelly's Pest
Control, located 100 South 13th
Street.
F11C

AUTOS FOR SALE

AKC IRISH Setter pups. Toy
1970 FORD Country Squire,
like
Poodles and three herds of
new Nine months old. Phone
767' Chinchilla from certified stock.
4006
Fl2P
$35.00 each animal. 753-1862.
February 26C
1966 MERCURY Comet Sport
MOBILE HOME Insurance. Coupe. Extra nice. By original
Broad coverage. Low rates. owner. $795.00. Phone 474F13C
Check with us for all your In- =97,
surance before you buy.
Galloway Insurance and Real 1970 FORD Bronco; 1970 Ford
station wagon; Fiberglass boat
Estate Agency, phone 7535842
March4C with 75 h.p. Mercury motor. Call
753-7108.
F13C

DATSUN

FURNISHED STUDIO and two
bedroom apartments. Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th
Street. Phone 753-6609.
F12C

BEAUTIFUL VALARAH Lee
Apartment, 2 bedroom, living
room, kitchen, utility, and bath.
Carpeted. Air Conditioned. Dishwasher, refrigerator, stove,
garbage disposal. Across from
Westview Nursing Home on
South 16th St. Phone 753-4974.
Fl2C

FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

15!

-cE
PROJECT? YEt
MA'AM ..I HAVE
IT READY TO
SHOW TO TNE
CLASS..

41

kek

Nancy
THIS PEN
OF MINE
CAN WRITE
UNDER
WATER

N/
..rAVA./4
airt
,

THAT'S NOTHING -I HAVE ONE THAT
WRITES ON WATER

VERY

RUNNY

7-11111-

ae".
•

mi 001Z , M I IZZ012,
ON
STAND, WI-10
IS pA,1126ST
-1-1-4E LAND r

tios.
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HEN

YOU,
MY
QUEEN-.
•

NkE

1

1 t I•11171 W II•••• 14••••• 11.ra.

Abner
50 v41-el NO1:
COLONEL?'
BRING INI
THIS NICE
‘,0(..NG
BACHELOR
TO
MOI5HE

AH IS NICE AN'A1-1 IS
YOUNG ---

T.
deo tp., 0

Ito _.. I .7401411
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-UTAH HAIN'T FRANKL•1 IT'S
YOU'VE JEST BARELY!
14Q,SAChiLLOIll- 140T-BuT.,i'M
GOT •
5iv•JYARS
Ir IT'S ALL TH' DOING MY DUTY MAYBE A 14F V,
°LE!!
SAME
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TO
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YOU .4
4
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Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
1 E ye,yone
I Young cow
8 UnconSC 101.1SIleS5

12 Inlet
13 Spoken
14 Sem prec ious
stone
15 Skill
16 Pierce
18 Wash
20 Danish
island
21 Babylonian
deity
22 Unit of
Siamese
currency
23 Memorandum
27 Pronoun
29 Exist
30 lawful
31 Spanish
article
32 Emmet
33 Household
Pet
14 Measure of
weight (abbe.)
35 African
antelope
37 Nod
38 Edible seed
39 Final
40 Chapeau
41 Cooled lava
42 Condescending
look
44 Change
47 Produces
51 Period of
time
52 Winglike
53 Communists
54 Insect eu
55 Forbids
56 Woody plant
57 Golf mound
DOWN

3 Second ot two
4 Contend
Exist
6 Woolly
7 Group ot
ships
8 Crown
9 New Deal
agency (init.)
10 Small rug
11 Beverage
17 Initials of 26th
President
19 Exclamation
22 Skill
24 King of
bashan
25 Story
26 Mediterranean
island
27 Panel toot
20 Girl's name
29 Conhanctson
30 Ordinance
32 Deer's horns

The
Sourc
In MI

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

MOM OGOM!1 PRO
MOO 811101U OCIM
MM51RO MOMS
MOM UMM
MUG Of1= AMOU
ammo MOM aria
OU PMW MEM MO
BM° GVU MUM
UOREI MO= IMMO
UO2 MUM°
OMOUg3 WDORNIU
UMM 01510M0 E1V3
OMM =WOW ODO
33 Temporary
bed
Coruunction
Trade
Evident
Vital organ
Man's
nickname
43 Teutonic deity
36
37
38
40
41

Unitcd

The caama
Greet Lake
Evaluate
Idle talk
Guido's high
note
49 Girl's
nickname
50 Dutch town

44
45
46
47
411

Coun
Chan
Mete

20-GALLON GALVANIZED

GARBAGE
CAN
OUR REG.
'1.91

$ 'I 66

1 Desert
dweller
2 Unit of
Kahan
currency

Persons Are Fined
In Tne City Court
Of Judge Overbey

f

NOW...

YOUR CHOICE ...

Quotes
From The
News

Several persons have been
tReg. U.S. Pat. Off.)
charged, entered pleas of guilty,
By United Press International
and been fined in the City Court of
LOS ANGELES — Sam
City Judge William Donald
Overbey, during the past week. Thompson, a crane operator
searching for persons who may
Records whoe the following
have been buried when a
occurred:
Robert Burris Stubblefield, -hospital collapsed during Tuesday's earthquake:
reckless driving, fined $20.00
"I go as qftickly as I can, yet
costs $10.00.
Paul Wilson Stubblefield, steady, and I never stop
public drunkenness, fined $10.00 because there may still be
people alive. What's down there
costs $10.00.
is
the most important thing and
Ross Foster, driving while
intoxicated
and driving on there's nothing else on my
mind."
reVoked license, fined $150.00
costs $10.00.
WASHINGTON — Democratic
Kenneth Lyii flemmomcklees
driving,fined $103.00 Chits68:011. National Chairman Lawrence
Michael
Lynn • -Pierce, . O'Brien, announcing that the.public drunkenness, fined $20.00 party's potential presidential
candidates have agreed to
costs 110.00.
campaign only against the
John P. Rhora, shoplifting,
Nixon administration:
fined $50.00 costs $10.00, given
"While it is likely that
thirty days in jail, suspended all
several will be competing
but one weekend.
against each other in the
James K. Jackson, reckless
presidential nominating prodriving, fined $20.00 costs $10.00.
cess, it was also clearly
Clyde Max Lowry, driving
acknowledged that the opposiwhile intoxicated, amended to
tion is the Republican party
reckless driving, fined $100.00
and
its policies, and not
costs $10.00.
ourselves."
Dennis Brian Schade, driving
while intoxicated, amended to
WASHINGTON—Leaders of a
reckless driving, fined $100.00
women's liberation group,. in a
costs $10.00.
telegram demanding that Sen.
William Robert Sewell, driving
Barry M. Goldwater, R-riz.,
to
amended
intoxicated,
while
apologize
for a remark about
reckless driving, fined $150.00
costs $10.00, given thirty days in women and the military draft:
"Daily we fight this kind of
jail, suspended on condition he
thoughtless
stereotyping of worepair police car.
Steepleton, men. We do not expect such
J.
Clyde
statements from a U.S. senator.
disregarding stop sign, fined
We ask for an apology."
$10.03 costs $10.00.
LEEDS, England—Harry
Eastwood, manager of a comNow You Know
The maximum time a. total puter laboratory, reporting that
solar eclipse can last is about static electricity from nylon
panties can cause computer
seven and a half minutes.
malfunctions:
"The more delicate new
Brazil's national dish is "felparticularly
j,,ada", a concoction of black computers are
beans, various meats and hot prone."
spices.
•

The council
penny meter
question since

NOTICE
TVA TIMBER FOR SALE

Seen(
Arc
Mi

BANKAMERICARD

TEENS &
WON ENS

TEENS &
WON ENS

COFFEE
MAKER
15 -(4-oz)--Cup-Capacity.
4
0Flavor selector control to $666
to suit your taste.
el

Terrycloth Moe

Imported

•Colorful Terrycloth.suppers
•Soft Foam Wings
•Cushion Crepe Soles
Sizes to 10
in Asst. Loiors

Product of Berlington Hosiery

Strap 'N Buckle "
Slip-on

SHEER

PANTY
HOSE

•Smooth, wipe-clean man mqde uppers
•New brushed tone finish
•Smart strap and buckle trim
Sizes to 10

1.

REt-32.29. $ 1 66
•

•Run ReSistant
•Stitch Tailored Toe
•Nude Heel

///71111aws•Er
111111,11111•1111111111 V

HOSIERY

FACES
WEST LIGHTED

Asst Sizes
with PROTEIN
6-oz. Size

41$ 1 00 :
7
Our Reg. 2/11.00
KING SIZE

The first U.S. troop withdrawal from Vietnam _weer announceii.June 8, 1969.
•'a
On a percentage, basis, fewer residents of Hawaii own
their homes thin the .people
ut any other state, says tho
National Geographic._

O

The Murra:
night appro%
proximately 1
from their pi
capacity, to
dime. The a
Ronald Tali
Adams Shoe
before the cot
signed by
around the sqt
meters be c
nickle-dirne
motorist coul,
five cents or
dime.

Lunch Kit
Rust proof.

with full quart
Aladdin Thermos.
$366

Chocolate Drops
2-1b. Bag

2/$1 00

with 4 pndard 15 watt bulbs.
•
OUR REG.
11018
$788
,
eht

Our Reg. 73'

126 CAMERA
Instant cartridge load, complete
with,batteries, flash cubes,
Wrist strap and film.
ea. $0100
4 t•A

•COFFEE TABLES

DOOR MIRROR

BRACH'S

Full Length Sheet Glass

COMTEDSA

Our Reg.
'3.88

MAKE-UP MIRROR

Old Fashioned

BROCK

Only 18 Left!
VICTORY

•END TABLES
• Book Ends
Maple Finish

PARTY MIX CANDY

noo

REG. $
U‘
f
I
18.88
each

The Tennessee Valley Authority offers for sale a tract of
%wiling, selectively marked hardwood timber containing
an estimated 527,288 board feet. The timber is located in
Land &Neer* the Lakes in Stewart Counts, Tennessee,
approximately I miles west of Dover.

"Perhaps th
result of all
ability to mal
things you ha
ought to be c
like it or not;
that ought to
however earl
begins, it is
lesson he earn!
Thomas Henr.
Huxley.

Our snow di
yesterday and

The United S
flounced the f
prices • for st
silver-content
silver: $10 pe
and $3 per
circulated. Or
be announce(
orders will be
July 1, 1971.

Senator Dc
National Cha
comment on
recently: "As
Presidential
reserved for
Senators. Fir:
`who think th
Second, those;
they should ha
Third, those S
they want to
fourth, those
ready to sett]
President".

Early last yea
made a stater
businessmen a
invest in stoc
spare money.'
"You will be
third quarter
economy leve
fourth quarter
see more enco
upturn. Frani
money, I'd be
now."
On the day Et
the Dow-Jone
industrial stoc
the Newslettet
Dow-Jones avi
an increase of
invested $3,000
profit would n
bad investmer

National
Sealed _bidx,i1.1 be received y the Forest Manapprot
Sevtion, Land Between Me Lake, Tennessee Valley
Authority. Golden Pond, Kentucky, until IS a.m., Central
Standard Time. February-Ilk Ant

Parties Interested in inspecting the aforementioned timber
should contact the lobo% e office. Office hours are. 7.00 am,
to 3:13 p.m.. Alonda 'through Friday. Bid forms and
alma may be obtained from the forester in
decided lot
rrrff Between the Likes. Golden Pond, Kentucky.
I,ii photo: numli r 302 --9?1-5602

Meeting

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

NKAMERICARD
//v/fv•mr

Ph. 753-8777

All irea wi
fliers OrganiZi
be held at tl
Courthouse. I
Saturday, F
7:30.m.
Bill William
chief from J3rs
the meeting
.niembers__atai

